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Abstract
This paper studies a class of linear panel models with random coefficients. We do not restrict
the joint distribution of the time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity and the covariates. We
investigate identification of the average partial effect (APE) when fixed-effect techniques cannot
be used to control for the correlation between the regressors and the time-varying disturbances.
Relying on control variables, we develop a constructive two-step identification argument. The
first step identifies nonparametrically the conditional expectation of the disturbances given
the regressors and the control variables, and the second step uses “between-group” variations,
correcting for endogeneity, to identify the APE. We propose a natural semiparametric estimator
of the APE, show its
?
n asymptotic normality and compute its asymptotic variance. The
estimator is computationally easy to implement, and Monte Carlo simulations show favorable
finite sample properties. Control variables arise in various economic and econometric models,
and we provide variations of our argument to obtain identification in some applications. As an
empirical illustration, we estimate the average elasticity of intertemporal substitution in a labor
supply model with random coefficients.
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1 Introduction
This paper considers a random coefficient panel model whose outcome equation is
yit “ x1it µi ` αi ` it, i ď n, t ď T, (1)
where the number of periods T is fixed and the number of units n is large. The scalar it is a
time-varying disturbance. The impact of the vector xit P Rdx of covariates on the scalar dependent
variable yit is linear in µi, vector-valued time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity. In order to depict
situations in which the researcher does not know what drives heterogeneity in the impact of xit, a
fixed effect approach is adopted, that is, we do not impose assumptions on the joint distribution
of pµi, pxitqtďT q. This positions (1) in the class of correlated random coefficient (CRC) models:
attention is given to recovering properties of the distribution of the unobserved heterogeneity µ,
a question complicated by the correlation between this vector and the regressor. For instance, a
linear least squares regression computed with a single cross-section will not consistently estimate
Epµq.
Model (1) has been studied in the seminal paper by Chamberlain (1992), and more recently in
Arellano and Bonhomme (2012) and Graham and Powell (2012). Under various sets of constraints
on the variations over time of the regressor and disturbance, we now know how to identify the
conditional mean of the unobserved heterogeneity (Chamberlain (1992) for when T ą dx ` 1 and
Graham and Powell (2012) when T “ dx ` 1) and even the conditional distribution of µ (Arellano
and Bonhomme (2012)). An essential assumption for these identification argument is a strict exo-
geneity condition on the regressors. In model (1), this strict exogeneity condition can be written
Epit|xi1, ..., xiT q “ 01. Note that under the strict exogeneity condition, the covariates pxitqtďT
can be correlated with the vector of unobservables pαi, µ1i, pitqtďT q through their correlation with
pαi, µ1iq. This correlation can be controlled for by a fixed effect transformation because pαi, µ1iq is
time-invariant. Loosely speaking, this condition implies that the endogeneity of the model can be
“captured by a fixed effect”. It prohibits the presence of time-varying omitted variables correlated
with the regressors xit and, as pointed out, e.g, in Arellano and Bonhomme (2012) does not allow
for sequentially exogeneous regressors. When instruments satisfying an orthogonality condition are
available, one might be tempted to estimate the average effect using a fixed-effect instrumental vari-
ables estimator or a first-difference instrumental variables estimator (see, e.g, Wooldridge (2010)).
But due to the randomness of the unobserved effect and its potential correlation with the regressors
1In a model more general than (1), where the partial derivative BEpy|x, qq{Bx depends on the time-varying dis-
turbance, Graham and Powell (2012) allows for a correlation between this disturbance and the regressor xit, but a
marginal stationarity condition must be satisfied.
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and the instrument, this estimator and counterfactual computations based on it will generally be
asymptotically biased.
This paper seeks to relax the strict exogeneity condition and to allow for what is called here
“time-varying endogeneity”. The parameter of interest will be the average partial effect (APE), as
defined in Wooldridge (2005b) as EqrBEpyt|xt, qtq{Bx|xt“x¯s where the outer expectation is over the
vector of unobservables qt “ pµ, α, tq. It is an average of the partial effect of xt on yt over the
distribution of the unobserved heterogeneity qt and in (1), this average partial effect is equal to
Epµq. A discussion on the difficulty of identifying the APE in panel correlated random coefficients
models can be found in Graham and Powell (2012).
The core idea of this paper is to use the control function approach (CFA) to control for endo-
geneity. More specifically, we assume the existence of control variables such that, conditional on
the control variables at all time periods, the time-varying disturbance at time t is conditionally
mean independent of the regressors at all time periods. Then instinctively, if one wants to dis-
entangle the regressors from the unobserved heterogeneity, the instrument must impact variations
over time of the regressors conditional on the control variables. An invertibility condition formal-
izes this intuition. Equipped now with such instruments and control variables, identification of
the average partial effect is obtained using a two-step approach. First the individual unobserved
heterogeneity is “differenced away” using the individual time variation of the regressors, which
identifies nonparametrically the conditional expectation of the disturbances given regressors and
control variables, that is, the term controlling the endogeneity of the model. Second, the endogene-
ity is corrected for using this identified nonparametric function and “between-group” variations
will allow us to pin down the average effect. This identification argument is constructive and its
structure suggests a natural multi-step estimator, following the identification steps after estimating
the control variables. We define the estimator in Section 4.1 and show consistency and asymptotic
normality in Sections 4.2 through 4.4. The derivation of the asymptotic properties of our estimator
is challenging due to the presence of nonparametric regression estimators using nonparametrically
estimated regressors. This relates to a broad literature on estimation with generated covariates in
which to our knowledge, there are no results directly applicable to our estimator on the asymptotic
distribution of sample moments depending on nonparametric two-step sieve estimators.
The identification argument does not rely on an exact specification of the control variables.
Interestingly this approach gives flexibility to the two-step method and we show in Section 3 that
identification can be obtained in variations of model (1) with different types of violation of the strict
exogeneity condition. A panel random coefficient model with sample selection is such an example,
and we also apply the idea in a model such as (1) when sequential exogeneity holds, that is, when
the regressors are predetermined.
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We review here the literature this paper is connected to. Linear panel models with random
coefficients, such as (1), are sometimes referred to as models with individual-specific slope or
variable-coefficient models. They are surveyed for example in Wooldridge (2010) and Hsiao (2014).
Although we focus on the fixed T framework, such models have been studied when T is allowed to
grow, see, e.g, Pesaran and Smith (1995). For fixed T , Wooldridge (2005a) shows that consistency
of the standard fixed-effects estimator in these models requires the random coefficients to be mean
independent of the detrended regressors. Important recent results on correlated random coeffi-
cient panel models are in Arellano and Bonhomme (2012) and Graham and Powell (2012), papers
most closely related to ours. Both papers build upon Chamberlain (1992), which studies efficiency
bounds in semiparametric models. As an application, Chamberlain (1992) derives the semipara-
metric variance bound of the APE in a correlated random coefficient model and provides an efficient
estimator. Arellano and Bonhomme (2012) investigate a model very similar to (1) under strict ex-
ogeneity. They obtain identification of the variance and of the distribution of the unobserved effect
by leveraging information on the time dependence of the time-varying disturbances. They require
that the number of periods be strictly greater than the number of regressors (including a constant
if any), an assumption that we maintain. On the other hand, Graham and Powell (2012) focus on
identification of the APE when T is exactly equal to the number of regressors. In this case, the
method developped in Chamberlain (1992) cannot be applied. They develop an alternative iden-
tification argument exploiting the subsample of “stayers” with little regressor variation as a first
step, and construct an estimator. Other recent papers have analyzed nonseparable panel models
under a fixed-effect approach. One such paper is Evdokimov (2010) which studies identification
and estimation of a model where the outcome equation is additively separable in a nonparamet-
ric function of regressors and scalar time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity, and a residual term.
Other papers are Chernozhukov, Ferna´ndez-Val, Hahn, and Newey (2013) studying partial identifi-
cation of average structural function and quantile structural function in nonseparable panel models
with time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity, and Hoderlein and White (2012). An alternative to
the fixed-effect approach is the correlated random effect approach which imposes restrictions on
the conditional distribution of the unobserved heterogeneity given the regressor. Examples of this
approach in panel data are, among others, Altonji and Matzkin (2005), Bester and Hansen (2009),
Arellano and Bonhomme (2016) and Graham, Hahn, Poirier, and Powell (2018).
As stated earlier, papers studying the APE correlated random coefficients panel models do
not allow for time-varying endogeneity. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to prove
identification of the APE in CRC models with time-varying endogeneity. However the use of
exclusion restrictions or of the control function approach (see, e.g, Newey, Powell, and Vella (1999),
Blundell and Powell (2003)) in models with random coefficients is not new. Cross section models
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include Wooldridge (1997), Wooldridge (2003) and Heckman and Vytlacil (1998). They impose an
exclusion restriction on the random coefficient and homogeneity conditions on the impact of the
instruments on the regressors, and identify the average treatment effect. More recently, Masten
and Torgovitsky (2016) specify a nonseparable first stage thus allowing for heterogeneity in the
impact of the instrument. They retrieve the conditional APE under the assumption that the
random coefficient is independent of the instrument and the regressor. Hoderlein, Holzmann, and
Meister (2017) analyze a triangular model with random coefficients in both stages, independent
of instruments and exogenous regressors: for such a model they show nonidentification of the
distribution of the random coefficients in general and that an independence condition between
the random coefficients is required for identification. An analogous approach in a panel model is
employed in Murtazashvili and Wooldridge (2016) which studies a random coefficient model with
endogenous regressors and endogenous switching. Additionally, Murtazashvili and Wooldridge
(2008) show that the fixed-effect instrumental variables estimator is consistent only under a similar
set of assumptions. Exploiting the panel aspect of the data to “difference away” the time-invariant
unobserved heterogeneity allows us to avoid imposing such restrictions on the joint distribution of
the unobserved heterogeneity, the regressors, and the instruments.
Section 2 reviews the model and constructs the main two-step identification argument. Some
extensions are provided to ease the burden of the curse of dimensionality. The model describes
a very generic form of endogeneity and Section 3 leverages this aspect to obtain identification in
related models. In Section 4, an estimator is provided for the APE in the main model. This
estimator is computationally easy to implement as it uses closed-form expressions and does not
require optimization. Monte Carlo simulations show favorable finite sample properties in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 turns to an empirical illustration. Using the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, we
estimate the average elasticity of intertemporal substitution in a labor supply model with random
coefficients.
2 Model and Identification
The following section sets up the model and the control function approach assumption. Section 2.2
lays out the identification argument, imposing an invertibility condition which is then studied in
more details in Section 2.3. Finally in Section 2.4, we show how to improve upon the identification
method in some cases where more is known about the data generating process.
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2.1 Model
For a sample of units indexed by i, for i ď n, the outcome variable in period t, for t ď T , is given
by
yit “ x1it µi ` αi ` it,
where xit P Rdx is a vector of observed variables, it is a time-varying disturbance, and µi is a
time-invariant vector which represents individual unobserved heterogeneity. We consider the case
where T is fixed and n large, and assume T ě dx ` 2. More details on this last condition are in
Section 2.2.1. Denoting by yi “ pyi1, .., yiT q1 the vector of outcomes of unit i, Xi “ pxi1, .., xiT q1
the matrix of regressors, and i “ pi1, .., iT q1 the vector of error terms, we can rewrite (1) as
yi “ Xiµi ` αi1T ` i where 1T is the vector of size T composed of ones.
The parameters of interest we focus on are the average effects Epµiq and Epαiq. A standard
assumption in the panel correlated random coefficient literature is strict exogeneity of the regressors,
which in Model (1) takes the form Epi t|Xi, αi, µiq “ 0. However as pointed out in Section 1, this
assumption does not allow for the presence of time-varying omitted variables. We seek to relax
the strict exogeneity condition. We will assume the availability of instrumental variables zit P Rdz
satisfying the following assumption, where we write Zi for the individual matrix of instruments and
xit,d for each scalar-valued regressor so that xit “ pxit,dqdďdx .
Assumption 2.1.
1. pXi, Zi, i, µi, αiq is i.i.d. accross i, and (1) holds with Epitq “ 0,
2. For each t ď T , there exists an identified function Ct such that, defining vit “ Ctpxit, zitq P
Rdv ,
Epit |xi1, ..xiT , vi1, ..viT q “ ftpvi1, ..viT q.
Assumption 2.1 (2) is a control function approach (CFA) assumption and vit is a control variable.
Besides its panel aspect, this assumption is similar to the condition imposed in Newey, Powell, and
Vella (1999)2. Define Vi “ pv1i1, ..v1iT q1. If for all t ď T , a cross section control function assumption
is satisfied, that is, Epit|xit, vitq “ htpvitq, and if pxit, it, vitq is i.i.d. over both i and t, then
Assumption 2.1 (2) is satisfied with ftpViq “ htpvitq. Note that we normalized Epitq “ 0 so
EpftpViqq “ 0 for all t ď T . This is without loss of generality since a constant is not separately
identifiable from Epαiq.
Control variables satisfying Assumption 2.1 (2) are typically provided by a first-step selection
equation. We will provide a few examples of such selection equations in Section 3. We mention here
2A slight difference is that they impose Epi|zi, viq “ fpviq in a cross section regression, without endogenous
variables in the conditioning set. Their definition of the control variable as vi “ xi ´ Epxi|ziq implies Epi |xi, viq “
fpviq, which is a cross section version of the condition we impose.
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a particular case of primary interest that will be our baseline model for the estimation. Consider
yit “ x1 1it µ1i ` x2 1it µ2i ` it, (2)
x2it “ Epx2it|x1it, zitq ` vit, Epi|Vi, Xiq “ fpViq,
where x1it P Rd1 is a vector of exogenous regressors and x2it P Rd2 a vector of potentially endogenous
regressors. We can rewrite (2) as (1) taking dx to be d1` d2, xit “ px1 1it , x2 1it q1, µi “ pµ1 1i , µ2 1i q1 and
vit P Rd2 as defined. Then Assumption 2.1 (2) is satisfied with Ctpx, zq “ x2 ´Epx2it|x1it “ x1, zit “
zq. The control variables in this model is the residual of the regression of x2it on px1it, zitq. Another
well-known choice of control variable studied in Blundell and Powell (2003) and Imbens and Newey
(2009) is the scalar random variable vit “ Fx2|x1,zpx2it|x2it, zitq.
Note 2.1. Unlike this particular case, Model (1) and our general definition of the control variables as
vit “ Ctpxit, zitq in Assumption 2.1 (2) do not make explicit which of the regressors are endogenous.
Nor does the condition Epit |Xi, Viq “ ftpViq. Our general identification results will not distinguish
endogenous from exogenous variables as this information is embedded in the specific definition of
the control variables, which is determined outside of the model. This deliberate lack of precision
is offset by a gain in flexibility and we will present in Section 3 a variety of specifications to which
our general identification argument applies.
2.1.1 Time differencing
Define uit “ it´ftpViq and ui “ pui1, .. , uiT q1. By Assumption 2.1, Epui|Xi, Viq “ 0. We also write
fpViq “ pf1pViq, .. , fT pViqq1, where Vi is of dimension pT dvq. The vector of primitives for each unit
i is Wi “ pXi, Zi, Vi, µi, uiq.
The model (1) can be rewritten
yit “ x1it µi ` αi ` ftpViq ` uit.
The extra term ftpViq captures the “time-varying endogeneity”: it is an unobserved time-varying
random variable correlated with the regressors. The random variable αi ` ftpViq is composed of
two unobserved elements. First, αi, which is time invariant but varies accross individuals. Second,
ftpViq, which varies with both i and t ď T . Thus, fpViq and Epαi|Viq are not separately identifiable.
However,we normalized EpfpViqq “ 0, which should intuitively guarantee that fpViq and Epαiq are
separately identifiable. Our identification procedure will indeed prove this fact. Exploiting the
time invariance of αi, we take time differences to eliminate this term. We will then later obtain
identification of Epαiq using EpfpViqq “ 0.
From now on, we therefore look at a first-differencing transformation of the model, that is, for
t ď T ´ 1,
yi t`1 ´ yit “ rxi t`1 ´ xits1 µi ` ft`1pViq ´ ftpViq ` ui t`1 ´ uit,
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9yit “ 9x 1it µi ` gtpViq ` 9uit, (3)
with 9yit “ yi t`1 ´ yit, 9xit “ xi t`1 ´ xit, gtpViq “ ft`1pViq ´ ftpViq, and 9uit “ ui t`1 ´ uit.
We write the model in vector form, defining 9Xi “ p 9xi1, .., 9xi T´1q1 a pT ´ 1q ˆ dx matrices, and
the pT ´1qˆ1 vectors 9yi “ p 9yi1, .. , 9yi T´1q1, gpViq “ pg1pViq, .. , gT´1pViqq1 and 9ui “ p 9ui1, .. , 9ui T´1q1.
Equation (3) can then be rewritten as
9yi “ 9Xiµi ` gpViq ` 9ui, (4)
with by assumption, Ep 9ui|Xi, Viq “ 0.
Note 2.2. Having i t “ ftpViq ` ui t with Ep 9ui|Xi, Viq “ 0 does not imply that the control variables
are strictly exogenous. Indeed, ftpViq is allowed to depend on each of the vis, s ď T . In Section
3, we take advantage of this property of Assumption 2.1 (2) and obtain identification in a class of
models similar to (1) without contemporaneous endogeneity but where only sequential exogeneity
is imposed.
2.2 Identification
2.2.1 Two-step identification
We now introduce two matrices commonly used in the panel CRC literature. The first one is the
pT ´ 1q ˆ pT ´ 1q matrix Mi “ IT´1 ´ 9Xip 9X 1i 9Xiq´1 9X 1i if 9Xi is of full rank or Mi “ I ´ 9Xi 9X`i if
not, where 9X`i is the Moore Penrose inverse (implying 9Xi 9X
`
i
9Xi “ 9Xi). Mi is a projection matrix
projecting onto the space orthogonal to the columns of 9Xi. And the second one, defined only if 9Xi
has full column rank, is the dxˆ pT ´ 1q matrix Qi “ p 9X 1i 9Xiq´1 9X 1i. By definition Mi 9Xiµi “ 0 and
Qi 9Xiµi “ µi.
Before going further into the identification argument, we mention here some of the limitations
of using the matrices Mi and Qi. First, when 9Xi has full column rank, that is, when Qi is defined,
if T “ dx` 1 then Mi “ 0 there is no residual variation to identify common parameters such as the
function g. Therefore as in Arellano and Bonhomme (2012), we study panels where T ě dx ` 2.
Second, the norm of the matrix Qi can be very large. Indeed the norm of qpXq “ p 9X 1 9Xq´1 9X goes
to infinity as detp 9X 1 9Xq approaches 0. In particular, the norm of qpXq is not necessarily bounded
when X lies in a compact subset of the space of matrices of size Tˆkx. The identification argument
will involve expectations of the product of the vector of outcome variables by Qi but this will be
properly defined only if Ep||Qi 9ui||q ă 8. Given the properties of Qi that we highlighted, this is
a strong condition. This issue is discussed in details in Graham and Powell (2012), which studies
Model (1) when T “ dx ` 1. The identification method in this paper will impose positive density
of “stayers”, that is of individuals with non full column rank Xi. The stayers will be leveraged for
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identification of their common parameters, yet under this condition Ep||Qi 9ui||q ă 8 is unlikely to
hold. They thus provide an alternative closed-form expression for the average effect as the limit of a
conditional expectation conditional on detp 9Xiq ą h, limit taken as hÑ 0. As they point out, even
when T “ dx ` 1 and Ep||Qi 9ui||q ă 8 as is the case here, for similar reasons the semiparametric
variance bound for Epµiq computed by Chamberlain (1992) might not be bounded. That is, Epµiq
is not regularly identified. Their limit closed-form equation can be instead used to identify the
average effect.
We acknowledge these issues and for the sake of simplicity will assume that the needed moments
are finite, noting that the identification strategy used in Graham and Powell (2012) could be
extended to T “ dx ` 1 and infinite moments. We will show that Epµi| detp 9X 1i 9Xiq ą δq is also
identified under standard assumptions and will actually suggest an estimator for this parameter,
the asymptotic properties of which are studied in more details using these standard assumptions.
This is also the object estimated in Arellano and Bonhomme (2012). Note that whether or not
9X 1i 9Xi is invertible, Mi is an orthogonal projection matrix. This implies that the function MpXq “
IT´1 ´ 9Xp 9X 1 9Xq´1 9X 1 is bounded.
Assumption 2.2.
1. 9Xi is of full column rank with probability 1,
2. Ep|| 9ui||q ă 8, Ep||Qi 9ui||q ă 8, Ep||QigpViq||q ă 8, and Ep||pµ1i, αiq||q ă 8.
With expectations now properly defined, since Mi and Qi are function of 9Xi, we use Assumption
2.1 (2) to obtain
Mi 9yi “ MigpViq ` Mi 9ui, EpMi 9ui|Xi, Viq “ 0, (5)
Qi 9yi “ µi ` QigpViq ` Qi 9ui, EpQi 9ui|Xi, Viq “ 0. (6)
Equation (5) is a within-group transformation that allows us to separate g from µi and to identify
it, while equation (6) isolates µi from 9Xi and uses the knowledge of g to identify Epµq by taking
expectation.
2.2.2 Identification of gtp.q
This function gt itself is not an object of interest, but the procedure developed here to identify the
average partial effect requires its identification as a first step. Note that (5) gives
EpMi 9yi|Xi, Viq “ MigpViq, (7)
since Mi is function of Xi. For V a given value of Vi, gpV q is a pT ´ 1q ˆ 1 vector and our goal
is to recover the function g using the conditional expectation. However because Mi is a projection
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matrix, it is singular. It is therefore not possible to identify gpViq directly using (7), despite Mi
being observed.
Instead of using EpMi 9yi|Xi, Viq, we focus on kpV q “ EpM 9y|Vi “ V q which satisfies
EpMi 9yi|Vi “ V q “ EpMi|Vi “ V q gpV q “ MpV qgpV q, (8)
where we write MpV q “ EpMi |Vi “ V q “ EpMpXiq |Vi “ V q “ Ep I ´ 9Xip 9X 1i 9Xiq´1 9X 1i |Vi “ V q.
IfMpV q is invertible for a given value V on the support of Vi, then (8) gives a closed form expression
for gpV q. This suggests the following invertibility condition to obtain identification of the whole
function,
Assumption 2.3. The matrix MpViq is invertible, PV a.s.
Note that this assumption is a condition solely on observables, and can therefore be tested using
available data. Under Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, we obtain
gpViq “MpViq´1EpMi 9yi|Viq, PV a.s. (9)
Intuitively, Assumption 2.3 precludes gpViq from being of the form 9Xiβi and thus from distorting
a proper identification of Epµiq. Indeed, gpViq “ 9Xiβi ñ MigpViq “ 0 ñ MpViqgpViq “ 0 ñ
gpViq “ 0 by invertibility of MpViq, which can hold only with probability 0 since 9Xi is of full
column rank with probability 1. This means that the term 9Xiµi is separately identifiable from
gpViq by Assumption 2.3.
Note 2.3. Instead of taking time differences, one could define apViq “ Epαi|Viq, M˜i “ IT ´
XipX 1iXiq´1X 1i and M˜pV q “ EpM˜i|Vi “ V q. Equation (8) becomes EpM˜iyi|Viq “ M˜pViqrfpViq `
apViqs`EpM˜irαi´apViqsq, where the second term on the RHS is a priori nonzero. Hence one cannot
use the above explained method to identify f ` a and must exploit the time invariance of αi.
2.2.3 Identification of average effects
Average partial effect Epµq : Under Assumption 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, gtp.q is identified for t ď T ´1
and the matrix Qi is well-defined with probability 1. Equation (6) implies
µi “ Qi 9yi ´ QigpViq ´ Qi 9ui, (10)
where by the law of iterated expectations and Assumption 2.2, EpQi 9uiq “ 0. This implies
Epµiq “ EpQi 9yi ´ QigpViqq, (11)
which identifies Epµq since all elements on the right hand side are observed.
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Result 2.1. Under Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, the average effect Epµq is identified.
As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, one might be worried that the conditions Ep||Qi 9ui||q ă 8 and
Ep||QigpViq||q ă 8 of Assumption 2.2 do not hold. In this case, we propose an alternative object
of interest which is identified under standard conditions. We define δi “ 1pdetp 9X 1i 9Xiq ą δ0q and
Qδi “ δiQi. Then
Epµ|δq “ EpδiQi 9yi ´ δiQigpViqq
Ppdetp 9X 1i 9Xiq ą δ0q
“ EpQ
δ
i 9yi ´ Qδi gpViqq
Ppdetp 9X 1i 9Xiq ą δ0q
, (12)
which identifies Epµ|δq since all the terms on the right hand side of (12) are identified. The
required conditions are Ep||Qδi 9ui||q ă 8 and Ep||Qδi gpViq||q ă 8, which one can show are satisfied
if for instance Xi has bounded support, Ep|| 9ui||q ă 8 and Ep||gpViq||q ă 8.
It remains to identify Epαiq, which we obtain using the variables in period 1. We multiply (10)
with xi1 and substract yi1,
yi1 ´ x1i1 µi “ yi1 ´ x1i1 rQi 9yi ´ QigpViq ´ Qi 9uis .
The model gives yi1 ´ x1i1 µi “ αi ` it where Epitq “ 0. Combining the two, we obtain
Epαiq “ Epyi1 ´ x1i1 rQi 9yi ´ QigpViqsq,
where the right hand side is identified or observed. This identifies Epαiq.
Note 2.4. The focus of this paper being on allowing for time-varying endogeneity in correlated
random coefficient panel model, the parameter of interest was chosen to be the average effect Epµq.
However more properties of the unobserved heterogeneity can be obtained as is shown in Arellano
and Bonhomme (2012). This will be explained in Section 2.4.3 but note that by Ep 9ui|Xiq “ 0,
Epµi|Xiq is also identified with Epµi|Xiq “ EpQi 9yi ´ QigpViq|Xiq.
Average effect of an exogenous intervention : Consider a policy intervention that changes
xit for each unit i in a given period t. The average effect of this exterior intervention is an object
of interest to analyze such policies and Blundell and Powell (2003) studies its identifiability in
different models when the change in covariates is exogenous, i.e, independent of the unobservable
error terms. The unobservables in the CRC model we study in this paper are pµi, αi, pitqtďT q, and
an exogenous shift can be a variation ∆i independent of pαi, µi, pitqtďT q in which case the average
impact of the policy is EpµiqEp∆iq. However it might be of interest to consider policy interventions
where the variation ∆ is correlated with xit, hence correlated with pµi, αiq while exogenous in the
sense that it is independent of pitqtďT . For example, consider an exogenous intervention that shifts
xit to lpxitq. The average outcome after this intervention is Eplpxitq1µi ` αi ` itq and depends on
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the joint distribution of pµi, xitq where µi is unobservable. It could potentially be challenging to
obtain since we left this joint distribution unrestricted but because Equation (10) expresses µi as
a function of the primitives it can be once more plugged in to recover average effects. The change
in expected outcome is
Eplpxitq1µi ` αi ` it ´ rx1itµi ` αi ` itsq “ Eprlpxitq ´ xits1µiq,
“ Eprlpxitq ´ xits1rQiyi ´ QigpViq ´Qi 9uisq,
“ Eprlpxitq ´ xits1rQiyi ´ QigpViqsq,
where the second equality holds by exogeneity of the change in regressors. All elements in the last
expectation are identified, thus identifying the average change in outcome.
2.3 Invertibility of MpV q
We now provide conditions satisfying Assumption 2.3 under which the matrixMpV q is nonsingular
almost surely in V . We first state a set of high level conditions and prove that they satisfy
Assumption 2.3. We will then explore on a case-by-case basis situations in which these high-level
conditions are satisfied. We also provide some extensions. We use the notation Intpq to refer to the
interior of a set, SW |V¯ refers to the support3 of the random variable W conditional on the variable
V taking the value V¯ . RankpAq refers to the column rank of a matrix A, GLT´1pRq is the space of
matrices of size pT ´ 1q ˆ pT ´ 1q that are invertible, and pW |V p.|.q is the conditional density of a
random variable W conditional on the variable V . We will write, for two random variables A and
B, SA the support of A and SA|b the support of A conditional on B “ b.
2.3.1 High-level Condition
Before giving a formal statement, a brief intuition is given here on what properties of the random
variables are used to show invertibility of MpV q. Recall that MpV q “ EpM |V q “ EpMpXq |V q
where MpXq “ IT´1 ´ 9Xp 9X 1 9Xq´1 9X 1 is an orthogonal projection matrix. MpXq projects onto the
space orthogonal to the kx columns of 9X, where each column k corresponds to the T´1 values of the
scalar r.v 9xi.,k. By the properties of orthogonal projection matrices, MpXq “ MpXq1 “ MpXq2 “
MpXq1MpXq. This implies that MpV q “ EpMpXq1MpXq |V q. Thus, for a given V P SV ,
MpV q R GLT´1pRq ô Dc P RT´1zt0uMpV q c “ 0 4
ñ Dc P RT´1zt0u, c1MpV q c “ 0
3The support of a continuous r.v Z with density pZ is defined as the closure of the set where pZ takes nonzero
values.
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ñ Dc P RT´1zt0u, Ep c1MpXq1MpXqc |V q “ 0
ñ Dc P RT´1zt0u, Ep ||MpXq c||2 |V q “ 0,
and since ||MpXq c||2 is a positive function, this implies that ||MpXq c|| “ 0 with probability 1 on
the support of 9X conditional on V , i.e P 9X|V´a.s. That is,
MpXq c “ 0, PX|V -a.s .
This result is very useful here, it implies that if a sum of orthogonal projections of a given vector
c is zero, then each of the orthogonal projections of c is zero. Thus the goal of any assumption
implying invertibility ofMpV q is to make sure that as the value of 9X varies on S 9X|V the null spaces
of the matrices MpXq have trivial intersection. The nullspace of MpXq being the space spanned by
the columns of 9X, intuitively this requirement will be satisfied S 9X|V contains sufficiently different
draws of 9X. The following result provides one way to formalize this explanation.
Assumption 2.4. The following holds almost surely in V .
1. Int
´
S 9X|V
¯
‰ H,
2. There exists a basis e “ pe1, .., eT´1q of RT´1 and for each t ď T ´ 1, there exists 9Xptq P
Int
´
S 9X|V
¯
such that p 9X|V p 9Xptq|V q ą 0, Rankp 9Xptqq “ dx and 9Xptq 1et “ 0.
Result 2.2. Under Assumption (2.4), MpV q is nonsingular almost surely in V .
Note 2.5. Some comments are necessary on the conditions imposed in Assumption 2.4.
1. If e is the canonical basis of RT´1, that is, e1 “ p1, 0, ..., 0q1, ... and eT´1 “ p0, ..., 0, 1q1, then
9X 1dt “ 0 is equivalent to xi t “ xi t`1 “ x¯. In this case, because
Epyi t`1 ´ yi t|xi t “ xi t`1 “ x¯, Vi “ V q “ ft`1pV q ´ ftpV q “ gtpV q.
gt is trivially identified. Note that the condition p 9X|V p 9Xptq|V q ą 0 in Assumption 2.4 (2) is sim-
ilar to a condition in Evdokimov (2010), which studies a panel nonparametric model with scalar
time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity and additively separable time-varying disturbance. The
difference, due to the linear structure of the model we study here, is that we require this con-
dition to hold only for a finite number of points (T ´ 1, exactly) and we do not need to know
these values of x¯ to obtain identification, we simply need their existence.
2. The existence of a draw 9Xptq such that 9Xptq is of full column rank dx and 9Xptqet “ 0 implicitly
requires the number of columns of 9Xptq to be lower than T ´ 2, i.e dx ď T ´ 2 as we imposed.
4Although it is not explicit in the notation, the vector c depends on the draw of V .
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Moreover, note that if we do not consider a first-differencing transformation of the model and
use a vector form of (1), then the column p1, .., 1q1 is always included in the matrix Mi, which
would imply that the matrix MpViq is singular.
3. The statement here is about invertibility of MpV q, almost everywhere on the support of V .
In Section 4.1, we will construct an estimator, and to study its asymptotic properties we will
assume that MpV q is invertible for all V P SV to ensure that λminpMpV qq is bounded away
from zero uniformly in V .
2.3.2 Examples
Assumption 2.3 is implicitly an assumption on the first stage used to construct the control variables
V , i.e, it is an assumption on the role of the instruments pztqtďT . To better understand it, some
particular cases are discussed here as well as some extensions.
Example 1: We focus here on the model (2) when there are no exogenous regressors, i.e, d1 “ 0
and where the regressor is scalar, i.e, d2 “ 1. We write
xit “ btpzitq ` vit, Epvit|zitq “ 0. (13)
For simplicity we also consider the case where the instrument zit is real-valued. In this case, we
show that for any value of V and as Z varies on SZ|V , it is sufficient that two draws of 9X are
non collinear. Since 9X is the column vector of the values of 9x over time, the noncollinearity is a
condition requiring the instrument to have an impact on the variations over time of 9x. This is also
visible in the following assumption.
Assumption 2.5.
1. For all t ď T , bt is a continuously differentiable function,
2. Almost surely in V :
Int
`SZ|V ˘ ‰ H. Plus, there exists ZV P Int `SZ|V ˘ such that pZ|V pZV |V q ą 0 and for some
t ď T ´ 1, dbtpzVit q{dzt ‰ 0.
Result 2.3. If (13) holds and Assumption 2.5 is satisfied, MpV q is nonsingular PV a.s.
Example 2: Consider again Model (2) but where now the first stage is linear. That is, xit P Rdx ,
z P Rdz and
xit “ Atzit ` vit, Epvit|zitq “ 0, (14)
with At of size dx ˆ dz. Taking the basis e to be the canonical basis of RT´1, Condition (2) of
Assumption 2.4 says that almost surely in V and for all t ď T ´ 1, there exists Xptq P SX|V
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such that e1t 9Xptq “ 0 or equivalently such that 9xptqt “ 0. By (14), for a fixed value V of the
vector of control variables, this imposes for all t ď T ´ 1 the existence of Zptq P SZ|V such that
At`1zptqt`1 ´ Atzptqt ` 9vt “ 0. It is visible that this is a condition on the dynamics of pAtztqtďT
conditional on V , which can be translated into conditions on the dynamics of the instrument
depending on the matrices pAtqtďT .
For instance, this condition will be satisfied if At`1 has full row rank (which implies dz ě dx)
and if A1t`1pAt`1A1t`1q´1pAtzt´ 9vtq P Szt`1|V,zt for some zt P Szt|V . The support of zt`1 conditional
on V and zt needs to be large enough. If for instance the matrix At “ A does not vary over time
and is of full row rank, it is the support of zt`1´zt|V which must be large enough as this condition
becomes A1pAA1q´1 9vt P Szt´zt`1|V .
Another example is if the instrument does not vary over time, zt “ z1 @t ď T . Condition (2)
of Assumption 2.4 would be satisfied in this case if @t ď T , At`1 ´ At is of full row rank and
pAt ´ At`1q1 rpAt`1 ´AtqpAt`1 ´Atq1s´1 9vt P Sz1|V . Observe that having zt constant over time
transfer the time variation requirement onto the matrices At as we now need At`1 ´ At to have
full row rank. One of the applications in Section 3, studying sequential exogeneity, exploits this
possibility as it uses x1 as an instrument for all time periods.
Extension 1: The support condition in Assumption 2.4 does not allow for deterministic rela-
tion between regressors. If some regressors do depend deterministically on others, it is possible to
rewrite the model and obtain sufficient conditions guaranteeing invertibility of the matrix. Writ-
ing xit “ px1it, .. , xsit, xs`1it , .. , xdxit q, where the first s components of xit do not have functional
dependence, we assume there are dx ´ s functions plkqs`1ďkďdx such that for s ` 1 ď k ď dx,
xkit “ lkpx1it, .. , xsitq. We define 9Xs “ p 9x1i , .. , 9xsi q the collection of time differences for the first s
components of xit. With this new setting we can rewrite Assumption 2.4.
Assumption 2.6. The following holds almost surely in V .
1. Int
´
S 9Xs|V
¯
‰ H,
2. For all s` 1 ď k ď dx, lk is a continuous function,
3. For all t ď T ´ 1, there exists 9Xptq such that p 9Xptqqs P Int
´
S 9Xs|V
¯
, p 9X|V p 9Xptq|V q ą 0,
Rankp 9Xptqq “ dx and 9Xptq 1et “ 0.
Result 2.4. Under Assumption (2.6), MpV q is nonsingular almost surely in V .
Note that the support condition is on 9Xs while the orthogonality condition is on the whole
collection of columns of 9X. Assuming full rank implies that the lk functions cannot be linear.
Extension 2: The various sets of assumptions suggested so far do not handle the case where
the conditional distribution of X given V is discrete. That is, if say the control variable comes from
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a selection equation xit “ cpzit, vitq, then zit cannot be a discrete random variable. It is however
possible to extend the previous framework to obtain invertibility of MpV q when z is a discrete
random variable. We point out this compatibility here, which extends to the overall identification
argument, but we will often assume in the rest of the paper that x, z and v are continuously
distributed. 5
Assume that the vector Zi conditional on Vi “ V takes NpV q values with positive probability.
For each value ZpNq, N ď NpV q, we denote by 9XpNq and MpNq the corresponding matrix of
regressors and projection matrix. Using the fact that each MpNq is an orthogonal projection matrix,
we look at the singularity condition on MpV q.
MpV q R GLT´1pRq ô Dc P RT´1,MpV q c “ 0
ñ Dc P RT´1, c1MpV q c “ 0
ñ Dc P RT´1,
ÿ
NďNpV q
c1M 1pNqMpNqc “ 0
ñ Dc P RT´1,
ÿ
NďNpV q
||MpNq c||2 “ 0 ñ @N ď NpV q, MpNq c “ 0.
An assumption yielding invertibility of MpV q, PV ´ a.s, is as follows.
Assumption 2.7. Almost surely in V , there exists a basis e “ pe1, .., eT´1q of RT´1 and for each
t ď T ´ 1, there exists NtpV q ď NpV q such that 9X 1pNtpV qqet “ 0.
Result 2.5. If Assumption 2.7 holds, then MpV q is nonsingular PV a.s.
Note that if Assumption 2.2 holds, 9XpNq is of full column rank for all N . Thus for a given 9XpNq
there can be at most dx´pT´1q linearly independent vectors in the nullspace of 9X 1pNq. Assumption
2.7 therefore implies that the support of Z conditional on V must have at least r T´1T´1´dx s points.
2.4 Extensions
2.4.1 Combining random coefficients with common parameters
If it is known to the researcher that the random coefficients associated to some covariates lit P Rdl
have a degenerate distribution, we propose a different procedure. Consider the model
yit “ l1it b` x1it µi ` it, (15)
5Note that we do not assume that V is continuously distributed because we directly assume that V is a control
variable satisfying the control function assumption as well as the invertibility assumption. Typically the construction
of the control variable will require V to be continuously distributed (see, e.g, Assumption (ii) of Theorem 1 in Imbens
and Newey (2009)).
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where xit “ px1it, x2itq P Rdx and where as in Model (2), x1it P Rd1 are exogenous regressors and
x2it P Rd2 are allowed to be endogenous. We also write lit “ pl1it, l2itq P Rkm where l1it P Rdl1 is
exogenous, l2it P Rdl2 is endogenous, which are regressors known to have a homogeneous impact.
In the case where the control variables are the residuals of the regression of x2it, these extensions
are useful for two reasons. First, if all coefficients are assumed heterogeneous, the procedure
described in Section 2.2 requires T to be at least dx`dl`2, which means that the vector of control
variables will be of dimension at least pdl2 ` d2qpdx ` dl ` 2q. V is an argument of the function
g which will be nonparametrically estimated. A high dimension of V is undesirable because of
the curse of dimensionality. However if lit is known to have homogeneous impact, T needs to be
higher than pdx ` 2q which is a less restrictive requirement. We will show that the dimensions of
conditioning sets in that case does not have to exceed d2pdx ` 2q (which is reached if T is taken to
be exactly dx ` 2).
We modify Assumption 2.1 (2) and impose
Epit|ZLi , Xi, Viq “ ftpViq,
where as before, Vi is an identified function of the regressors Xi and the instruments Zi, and Z
L
i is
composed of L1i and instruments for L
2
i . The matrices Mi and Qi are the same matrices function
of 9Xi.
Using the within-group operation,
Mi 9yi “ Mi 9Lib` MigpViq ` Mi 9ui, with EpMi 9ui|ZLi , Xi, Viq “ 0, (16)
EpMi 9yi|Viq “ EpMi 9Li|Viq b ` MpViqgpViq
ñMiMpViq´1EpMi 9yi|Viq “ MiMpViq´1EpMi 9Li|Viq b ` MigpViq.
The left multiplication by MiMpViq´1 leads to having the term MigpViq, which also appears in (16).
This suggests a modification of the procedure developed in Robinson (1988) for the identification
of b. Indeed, defining ∆ 9yi “ 9yi ´ MpViq´1EpMi 9yi|Viq and ∆ 9Li “ 9Li ´ MpViq´1EpMi 9Li|Viq, we
obtain
Mi ∆ 9yi “ Mi ∆ 9Lib` Mi 9ui.
Since Ep 9ZLi Mi 9uiq “ Ep 9ZLi MiEp 9ui|ZLi , Xi, Viqq “ 0 and using Mi “M 1i “M2i , we obtain
b “ Ep 9LW 1i Mi ∆ 9Liq´1Ep 9ZL 1i Mi∆ 9yiq, (17)
under the assumption that Ep 9ZL 1i Mi ∆ 9Liq is nonsingular.
Once b is identified, then identification of g and Epµiq will be obtained by applying the results
of Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 to yit ´ l1itb.
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If dx “ 1, that is, the researcher is interested in relaxing the homogeneity assumption for one
endogenous regressor, then it is required that T ě 3. Taking vit to be scalar and T “ 3, then the
dimension of the conditioning set for the nonparametric regressions needed for identification is 3,
independently of the number of regressors in lit.
2.4.2 Case where T ą dx ` 2
The dimension of the conditioning set can also be large because the number of periods is large
(but fixed) despite a small number of endogeneous regressors x2it. For identification, it is required
that T ě kx ` 2, so if T ą kx ` 2, one can select kx ` 2 time periods among the T available and
obtain identification assuming the control function approach assumption as well as the invertibility
condition holds for this subset of periods. However, it is possible6 to use the T time periods without
increasing the dimension of the conditioning set.
We assume here that T ą kx ` 2, and denote T the set of subsets of t1, .. , T u of cardinality
kx ` 2. The cardinality of T is
`
T
kx`2
˘
. Consider τ P T , a subset of kx ` 2 time periods that we
write τ “ pt1, ... , tkx`2q where t1,ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tkx`2. We write with a superscript τ the vectors that
are defined using only the time periods in τ . For instance, V τi “ pvit1 , .. , vitkx`2q. Then (1) implies
yτi “ Xτi µi ` τi .
Now we modify the control function approach assumption.
Assumption 2.8. There exist a set of functions phτt q tPτ
τPT
and identified functions pCtqtďT such
that, defining vit “ Ctpxit, zitq P Rdv ,
@ τ P T , @ t P τ, Epit |Xτi , V τi q “ hτt pV τi q.
Indeed the assumption that we used in the main model is Epit |Xi, Viq “ ftpViq and does
not imply Assumption 2.8. If Assumption 2.1 (2) holds, then by the law of iterated expectations
Epit |Xτi , V τi q “ EpftpViq |Xτi , V τi q which is not necessarily a function of V τi only. However, the
independence assumptions we make in all our applications directly satisfy Assumption 2.8.
For a given τ in T , changing the definition of gt to gτt “ hτt`1´hτt , identification of the vector of
functions gτ follows from the same first step provided thatMτ pV τ q is invertible. In the main model,
identification of Epµiq follows from (10), which would become Epµiq “ EpQτi 9yτi ´ Qτi gτ pV τi qq. But
since this holds for all subset τ , we can also write
Epµiq “ 1` T
kx`2
˘ ÿ
τPT
EpQτi 9yτi ´ Qτi gτ pV τi qq.
6I thank Donald Andrews for this suggestion.
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2.4.3 Identifying higher-order properties of µi
In a model with strict exogeneity, Arellano and Bonhomme (2012) extend the method in Cham-
berlain (1992) to identify the variance matrix and even the distribution of pαi, µiq under various
restrictions on the time-dependence of it and on the joint distribution of pi, αi, µiq. The argu-
ment first identifies the common parameters. Then subtracting the common part from the outcome
variables, higher order moments of µi are separated from those of i using the above-mentioned
restrictions. We note here that their argument can be combined with the assumptions made in
the present paper so as to allow for endogeneity of the regressors. Indeed gpViq being recovered
using the method described in Section 2.2.2, the analysis of Arellano and Bonhomme (2012) can
be conducted on yi ´ gpViq “ Xiµi ` ui which takes the same form as in their paper. We refer to
the paper for more details on the procedure to recover these moments.
3 Applications and Variations of the Model
In this section, we propose a direct application of the model and also describe some models, different
from the main model 1 but where, using the appropriate control variables, the two-step approach
also provides identification results under some conditions.
3.1 Heterogeneous production function
Consider a decision variable xit chosen by an agent and an outcome variable yit realized after the
choice of xit, given by
yit “ x1itµi ` it.
Such a production function can be used to model education outcomes, where xit is any type of
parental investment, and the random coefficients represent heterogeneity in the returns to invest-
ment at the child level. But yit can also be a firm or farm output, with xit being capital, labor
and/or land inputs.
The use of a triangular system in such a model is suggested in Imbens and Newey (2009) and
we follow this example here, using for each time period the decision problem to obtain a selection
equation. An important difference is that we assume that the agent does not know pµi, itq at the
time of the decision. Instead, she has information about it contained in ηit P R, scalar random
variable. Writing Ctpx, zq a cost function with z the cost shifters, she chooses xit to maximize an
expected profit,
xit “ argmax
x
E pyit ´ Ctpx, zitq | zit, ηitq . (18)
This implies the existence of a functionHt such that xit “ Htpzit, ηitq. We assume that for all t ď T ,
Htpzit, ηq is strictly monotonic in η with probability 1, ηt is continuously distributed and its CDF
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is strictly increasing. We also assume that pηit, itqtďT |ù pzitqtďT . Defining vit “ Fxt|ztpxit|zitq “
Fηtpηitq, these assumptions as shown in Imbens and Newey (2009) imply that it is independent of
Zi conditional on Vi. Therefore,
Epit|Vi, Xiq “ E pEpit|Vi, Xi, Ziq|Vi, Xiq “ EpEpit|Vi, Ziq|Vi, Xiqq “ Epit|Viq “: ft pViq .
This proves that the model studied here satisfies the control function assumption, Assumption
2.1. If in addition the invertibility assumption, Assumption 2.3, holds, the identification results
obtained in the previous section apply and the average returns to input are identified. Note however
that this result requires the information ηit to be scalar while the unobserved heterogeneity pµi, itq
in the outcome equation is of higher dimension. On the other hand, it does not require the
instrument to be independent of the returns µi.
3.2 Sample selection
Consider a panel model with random coefficients and sample selection. Loosely speaking, if the
selection is correlated with the disturbance of the main equation, an endogeneity problem arises,
since the regressors of the selected individuals will be correlated with the disturbance as well. Das,
Newey, and Vella (2003) study a nonparametric model of sample selection in a cross sectional setting
and address the endogeneity issue with a selection equation which provides them with a control
variable.
The selection equation studied here is similar and some of the arguments closely follow theirs,
but the outcome equation differs: as in (1) it is a panel random coefficients specification. The
selection model we consider is
yi˚t “ x 1it µi ` αi ` it,
dit “ 1 pηit ď Ctpxit, zitqq , (19)
yit “ dit yi˚t,
where zit is an instrument. Let di “ pditqtďT , and write di “ 1 to denote the event that dit “ 1 for
all t ď T . Also, let pit “ E
`
dit|x1it, zit
˘ “ P pηit ď Ctpxit, zitqq, Pi “ ppitqtďT , and assume that
for each t there is a function ft such that for all t ď T ,
E pit|di “ 1, Xi, Piq “ ftpPiq. (20)
Note that as pointed out in Das, Newey, and Vella (2003) in the cross-sectional case, this
assumption is satisfied in particular if pis, ηisqsďT |ù pXi, Ziq and if the cdf of ηt, Ft, is strictly
increasing. Indeed, in this case defining νit “ Ftpηitq, νi “ pνitqtďT , pit “ FtpCtpxit, zitqq, then
dit “ 1 pνit ď pitq and
E pit|di “ 1, Xi, Piq “ E pE pit|νi, Xi, Ziq |di “ 1, Xi, Piq “ E pE pit|νiq |νi ď Piq :“ ftpPiq,
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as desired (where by an abuse of notation the inequality νi ď Pi denotes the inequality component
by component). Note that the joint distribution of pit, ηq is unrestricted under these assumptions.
The conditional expectation has a form similar to the control function assumption we maintained
in the identification section on the main model, where the control variable is now pit and is identified
through a cross sectional regression of dit, for each period t. Identification can thus be obtained
by a similar two-step argument. The important difference is that all the conditional expectations
are evaluated for the subsample such that di “ 1, that is, the subsample of individuals who are
selected in all periods. To be more precise, define uit “ it ´ ftpPiq, x˜it “ di t`1xi t`1 ´ ditxit,
g˜tpPiq “ di t`1ft`1pPiq ´ ditftpPiq, and similarly, u˜it and the matrices and vectors X˜i, u˜i, g˜pPiq,
M˜i and Q˜i. Note that for the subsample such that di “ 1, we have X˜i “ 9Xi. Hence,
E
´
M˜i 9yi | di “ 1, Pi
¯
“ E
´
M˜iX˜iµi ` M˜ig˜pPiq ` M˜iu˜i | di “ 1, Pi
¯
“ E
´
Mi 9Xiµi `MigpPiq `Mi 9ui | di “ 1, Pi
¯
“ MpPiqgpPiq,
where we defineMpPiq “ E
´
M˜y˜i | pdi “ 1q, Pi
¯
. This first step equation identifies g on the support
of Pi if MpPiq is invertible a.s. The second step equation will be given by
E
´
Q˜iy˜i ´ Q˜ig˜pPiq|di “ 1
¯
“ E pµi|di “ 1q .
Assumption 3.1. E pt|d “ 1, X, P q “ ftpP q, and MpP q is invertible almost surely in P .
Result 3.1. Under Assumptions 4.7 and 3.1, E pµ|d “ 1q is identified.
The identified object is the average effect conditional on selection, Epµ|d “ 1q which is in general
different from Epµq unless µ |ù pη,X,Zq. That additional restrictions are needed to identify Epµq
is intuitive: when dit ‰ 1 the econometrician does not have any information on the unobserved
heterogeneity.
The type of counterfactual that one can compute with this object would describe the effect
of policies which impact the intensive margin, not the extensive margin, i.e, which do not affect
whether individuals are selected. If T ą dx ` 2, we recommend using the procedure described in
Section 2.4.2 and computing the average effect conditional on being selected in a subset of time
periods. Averaging over all subsets identifies a conditional average effect under some additional
conditions. This avoids using only the subsample of individuals for whom dit “ 1 for all t ď T ,
which can be quite small if T is large (and still fixed).
Other cases studied in Das, Newey, and Vella (2003) can be handled here. For instance, the
model allows for regressors sit to be suject to selection as well, that is, to be not observed for
the population such that dit “ 0 (for example, the wage variable is not defined for unemployed
individuals). As long as these regressors are not arguments of the function Ct and the condition
E pt|d “ 1, X, S, P q “ ftpP q holds, the identification argument remains valid.
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This sample selection model can also be adapted to the case where some of the regressors are
endogenous. If these regressors are not multiplied by random coefficients, the argument of Section
2.4.1 can be applied. If they are accompanied by random coefficients, on the other hand, we suggest
using the control function approach on the endogenous regressors, the control variables being for
instance the residuals of the regression of the endogenous regressors on the exogenous regressors
and instruments. The identification method developed above would then use a vector of control
variables which include these residuals in addition to the propensity scores.
One last case worth mentioning, to which our two-step approach can be adapted, is when some
regressors are endogenous and subject to selection. We briefly explain how to construct the control
variables. The model is
yit “ dit yi˚t, with yi˚t “ x1 1it µ1i ` x2 1it µ2i ` it,
x2it “ dit x2˚it , with x2˚it “ pi2t px1it, z1itq ` vit, (21)
dit “ 1
`
νit ď ptpx1it, z1it, z2itq
˘ “ 1 pνit ď pitq ,
with νit „ Ur0; 1s. Assume that pis, νis, visqsďT |ù px1is, z1is, z2isqsďT . In this model, x2 is the endoge-
nous regressor. Identification of pit holds by E
`
dit|x1it, z1it, z2it
˘ “ pit. Moreover
E
`
vit|dit “ 1, x1it, z1it, z2it
˘ “ E `E pvit|νitq |pνit ď pitq, x1it, z1it, z2it˘ :“ φtppitq,
implying E
`
x2it|dit “ 1, x1it, z1it, z2it
˘ “ pi2t px1it, z1itq ` φtppitq. This gives
x2it ´ E
`
x2it|dit “ 1, x1it, z1it, z2it
˘ “ vit ´ φtppitq :“ v¯it, (22)
where v¯it is identified. That is, the residuals for individuals selected in the sample are also control
variables. The corresponding estimator will not need generated covariates. We define again νi “
pνisqsďT , and similarly di, Pi, V¯i, Xi “ pX1i , X2i q and φpPiq “ pφtppitqqtďT . Note that the function
pVi, Piq ÞÑ pV¯i, Piq is one-to-one. Therefore,
E
`
it|di “ 1, Xi, V¯i, Pi
˘ “ E `E `it|νi, Vi, X1i , Z1i , Z2i ˘ | pνi ď Piq, Xi, Vi, Pi˘
“ E pE pit|νi, Viq | pνi ď Piq, Xi, Vi, Piq :“ htpVi, Piq,
“ htpV¯i ` φpPiq, Piq :“ ftpV¯i, Piq.
This conditional expectation is as in Assumption 2.1, where the control variables are pV¯i, Piq. This
double use of the control function approach is already suggested in Das, Newey, and Vella (2003).
We presented here a slight modification such that the identification requires two steps instead of
three. This for instance allows one to use the formula for the asymptotic variance given in Section
4.4 (provided pi2 is not an object of interest) as it is known that increasing the number of steps
typically changes the asymptotic variance matrix.
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3.3 Relaxing a strict exogeneity condition
Instead of focusing on contemporaneous endogeneity, that is the joint dependence of pit, xitq, one
can use the framework of this paper to relax restrictions on the joint dependence of pit, xit`1, ..., xiT q.
This corresponds to relaxing the strict exogeneity condition imposed in Arellano and Bonhomme
(2012) to allow for sequential exogeneity.
The model is as (1),
yit “ x 1it µi ` αi ` it, (23)
where Epit|xitq “ 0 but where the strict exogeneity condition Epit|Xiq “ 0 fails to hold because
there is a feedback effect. For instance, xit`1 can be impacted by it. As in the main model, the idea
is to look for an identified vector Vi such that Epit |xi1, ..xiT , vi1, ..viT q “ ftpvi1, ..viT q “ ftpViq.
We consider the case where xit is a Markov process and write xi t`1 “ mtpxitq ` ηi t`1, 1 ď
t ď T ´ 1, where ηit are i.i.d over time. One could alternatively consider xi t`1 “ mt`1pxit, ηi t`1q
with η scalar and mt strictly monotonic in η and use the control variable suggested in Imbens
and Newey (2009). We also assume that pit, ηi t`1, .. , ηiT q |ù pxi1, ηi2, .. , ηitq, which implies that
pit, ηi t`1, .. , ηiT q |ù pxi1, .. , xitq. That is, the innovations giving the evolution of x after time t and
t are independent of past values of x. However the joint distribution of pit, ηi t`1, .. , ηiT q is not
restricted and allows for sequential exogeneity. Then, for all t less than T ,
Epit |xi1, .. , xiT , ηi2, .. , ηiT q “ Epit|xi1, ηi2, .. , ηiT q “ Epit|ηi t`1, .. , ηiT q
:“ ftpηi2, .. , ηiT q :“ ftpViq,
where the first equality holds by the Markov structure of x, and the second by the independence
assumption on the error terms. We define Vi “ pηi2, .. , ηiT q to be the control variable. Note
that the ηit are all identified as the residuals of reduced form regressions. Assuming independence
between ηit for t ě 2 and xi1 might restrict the joint distribution of pxit, µiq if xi1 is correlated with
µi but it does not necessarily require independence between xit and µi.
Defining as previously Mi “ I ´ 9Xip 9X 1i 9Xiq´1 9X 1i , MpViq “ EpMi|Viq, uit “ it ´ ftpViq and
gtpViq “ ft`1pViq´ ftpViq, (23) together with the independence assumptions7 guarantees, as in the
main model,
EpMi 9yit|Viq “MpViqgpViq, and EpQi 9yiq “ Epµiq ` EpQigpViq. (24)
A two-step procedure, as in the main model, requiresMpV q to be nonsingular: a first step identifies
the vector of functions g and a second step identifies the average effect.
7Note that as for the sample selection example, independence is stronger than needed. Conditional mean inde-
pendence of Epit|xi1, ηi2, .. , ηiT q with respect to xi1 is sufficient.
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That MpV q can be nonsingular is nontrivial here. Indeed by definition, Vi “ pηi2, ..ηiT q while
Mi is constructed using the vector of variables Xi: therefore the expectation of Mi conditional on
Vi is an expectation over xi1 only, which is the instrument here. To show that this invertibility
condition can actually hold, let us look more closely at the case where xt is a scalar AR(1) process,
that is, xi t`1 “ ρxit ` ηi t`1 with ρ ‰ 1 and ρ ‰ 0, and pit, ηi t`1, .. , ηiT q |ù pxi1, ηi2, .. , ηitq. By
definition, Mi “ I ´ 9Xi 9X 1i{p 9X 1i 9Xiq. Moreover,
xit “ ρt´1xi1 `
tÿ
s“2
ρt´sηis ñ xi t`1 ´ xit “ ρt´1pρ´ 1qxi1 ` pρ´ 1q
tÿ
s“2
ρt´sηis ` ηi t`1,
therefore defining the two vectors C1 “ rρ´1sp1, ρ, .. , ρT´2q1 P RT´1 and C2pV q “ pηi2, rρ´1sηi2`
ηi3, .. , rρ´ 1sřT´1s“2 ρT´s´1ηis ` ηi T q1 P RT´1, we can write
9Xi “ xi1C1 ` C2pViq. (25)
For a given value V¯ P SV , we proved in Section 2.3 that
MpV¯ q R GLT´1pRq ô D a P RT´1zt0u, MpV¯ q a “ 0,
ñ Da P RT´1zt0u, M a “ 0 P 9X|V“V¯ a.s,
ñ Da P RT´1zt0u, 9X is collinear to a P 9X|V“V¯ a.s.
The draws of 9X from P 9X|V“V¯ , as can be seen in (25), differ only in the value of x1: these draws
are the sum of two vectors, C2pV¯ q which is fixed since the draws are conditional on V “ V¯ , and
x1C1 proportional to the constant vector C1. Note that Sx1|V“V¯ “ Sx1 since x1 |ù V . If there
are two nonzero points x1 and x1 in Sx1 such that a is collinear to 9X “ x1C1 ` C2pV¯ q and to
9X “ x1C1 `C2pV¯ q, then since a ‰ 0 9X and 9X are collinear. Since C1 ‰ 0, this implies that either
C1 and C2pV¯ q are proportional, or C2pV¯ q “ 0. Note that C2pV¯ q “ 0 implies V¯ “ 0, and one can
show that if C1 and C2pV¯ q are proportional, this implies that V¯ P
"
b.
ˆ 1
...
1
˙
|b P R
*
“: D. Hence,
the existence of such x1 and x1 implies V¯ P D. D is a subset of RT´1 with PV measure 0 if Vi is
continuously distributed on RT´1. We summarize the arguments in the following assumption and
result.
Assumption 3.2.
1. (23) holds and for all t ď T , xi t`1 “ ρxit`ηi t`1 with ρ ‰ 1, pit, ηi t`1, .. , ηiT q |ù pxi1, ηi2, .. , ηitq,
and pXi, µi, αi, i, ηiq is i.i.d,
2. Either xi1 has a discrete distribution with at least two support points, or xi1 is continuously
distributed and IntpSx1q ‰ H. Moreover, pηi2, .., ηiT q is continuously distributed on RT´1,
and ft is continuous.
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Result 3.2. Under Assumptions 4.7 and 3.2, Epµ1i, αiq is identified.
This result is an example of the case where identification does not require the instrument to
vary over time, but where the impact of zit “ xi1 on each time period xit creates sufficient time
variation of the regressor as a result of the condition ρ ‰ 1.
Note 3.1. While the model exposed above allows for the regressor to be correlated with past
disturbances, the assumptions are not compatible with a lagged dependent variable as regressor.
Indeed writing xi t`1 “ mtpxitq ` ηi t`1 implicitly imposes a homogeneous dependence on the past
value that is not consistent with the specification yi t`1 “ µiyit ` it.
Note 3.2. Using the first value of the regressor as an instrument for the correlation between the
residual  at a given time and the future values of the regressors can be extended to models where
in addition to contemporaneous endogeneity, there is a such a feedback effect. First, note that
Assumption 2.1 (2) that Epit |Xi, Viq “ ftpViq does not exclude feedback for the control variables
themselves as all time periods of pvi sqsďT are arguments of the function ft. One could however
wonder if a feedback effect in the instruments zit is allowed within the framework of this paper. For
instance, the production function example given in Section 3.1 imposed pηit, itqtďT |ù pzitqtďT . As
in the example studied above, it is actually possible to use the first observation of the instruments
to construct the control variables. We show this briefly in the same production function model but
with a Markov structure on the instrument.
Recall xit “ Htpzit, ηitq and assume that the instrument satisfies zit`1 “ mt`1pzit, νit`1q, where
the νit P R are i.i.d over t. Assume moreover that mt`1pzit, .q is strictly increasing with probability
1, νt is continuously distributed, its CDF is strictly continuous for all t, and
pit, ηi 1, .. , ηi T , νit`1, .. , νiT q |ù pzi1, νi2, .. , νitq.
This assumption guarantees it |ù zit but does not restrict the joint distribution of it and νis,
s ě t ` 1. Define rit “ Fzt`1|ztpzit`1|zitq, sit “ Fxt|ztpxit|zitq, and Vi “ psi1, ri2, si2, .. , riT , siT q.
The vector Vi is identified as a collection of residuals of cross-section reduced form regressions.
Moreover,
Epit|Xi, Viq “ Epit|Hpzi1, ηi1q, ...,HpziT , ηiT q, si1, ri2, si2, .. , riT , siT q
“ Epit|rit, ..., riT , si1, ..., siT q :“ ftpViq,
by the strict monotonicity of the functions pmtq2ďtďT , pHtqtďT , pFνtq2ďtďT and pFηtqtďT . Under
invertibility of MpV q PV almost surely, identification of the average effect is obtained.
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4 Estimation
As seen in Section 2, the proof of identification of Epµq in Model (1) are constructive. An es-
timator can therefore naturally constructed by following the identification steps and replacing
population moments with their sample analogs. We assumed that the control variables are given
by vit “ Ctpxit, zitq where Ct is identified: for Cˆt an estimator of this function, either parametric or
nonparametric depending on the form of the control variables, vit is estimated with vˆit “ Cˆtpxit, zitq.
The conditional expectation functions MpV q “ EpMi|Vi “ V q and kpV q “ EpMi 9yi|Vi “ V q are es-
timated nonparametrically using the generated values Vˆ as regressors and the function g “M´1k
is estimated plugging in the estimators MˆpV q and kˆpV q in this formula. As we highlighted in
Section 2.2.1, the condition Ep||Qi||2q ă 8 may not hold in the data so out of caution we estimate
Epµ|δq, where we defined δi “ 1pdetp 9X 1i 9Xiq ą δ0q. The estimator for Epµ|δq will be a sample analog
of Equation (12), plugging in the estimator of g and V .
It is clear that the asymptotic properties of this estimator will depend on the definition of the
control variables, that is, on Ct. The focus of the asymptotic analysis will thus be on an important
example in the class of models satisfying (1) and Assumption 2.1. More specifically, the model is
yit “ x11it µ1i ` x21it µ2i ` αi ` it, (26)
x2it “ btpx1it, zitq ` vit, Epvit|x1it, zitq “ 0,
where x1it P Rd1 , x2it P Rd2 , zit P Rdz , and where Assumption 2.1 holds. Here the regressors x1 are
exogenous while x2 can be endogenous. Note that vit “ x2it ´ Epx2it|x1it, zitq. The control variables
in this model are the residuals of the nonparametric regression of the endogenous regressors on the
exogenous regressors and the instruments.
The estimators used in the asymptotic analysis are as described above, where the estimator
vˆit is the residual from the nonparametric regression estimation of x
2
it, and all estimators of the
nonparametric regressions will be series estimators. We proceed in this section with an explicit
definition of the estimators and a stepwise proof of asymptotic normality of µˆ. All proofs are in
the Appendix.
4.1 Definition of the estimators
The vector of control variables is Vi “ pv1i1, .. , v1iT q1 P RTd2 , where vit “ x2it´Epx2it|x1it, zitq. We write
ξit “ px1it, zitq. Consider the Lˆ 1 vector of approximating functions rLpξtq “ pr1Lpξtq, .. , rLLpξtqq1
and rit “ rLpξitq. We define the series estimators of the regression function Epx2it|ξit “ ξtq “ btpξtq
to be βˆ1trLpξtq where βˆt is Lˆ d2, and
βˆt “ pRtR1tq´1
ÿ
i
rLpξitqx2 1it “ pRtR1tq´1RtX2 1t , (27)
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where Rt “ pr1t, .. , rntq is Lˆ n and X2t “ px21t, .. , x2ntq is d2 ˆ n.
The control variables are defined as the residuals of the regression of x2t . Later, the support SV
of V will be assumed bounded. However, the values obtained using the estimated residuals might
not be in SV : it will be convenient for the asymptotic analysis to introduce a transformation τ of the
generated variables to ensure that their transformed values lie in SV . Specifically, we assume that
the support of vt is of the form
Śd2
d“1 rvtd, v¯tds so that the support of V is SV “
Ś
dďd2, tďT rvtd, v¯tds.
We define τ such that for V “ pv11, .. , v1T q1 P RTd2 , then τpV q P SV and the pd2pt ´ 1q ` dqth
component of τpV q satisfies
τpV qpt´1qd2`d “
$’’’’&’’’’%
vt,d, if vt,d P rvtd; v¯tds,
vtd, if vt,d ď vtd,
v¯td, if vt,d ě v¯td,
where vt,d is the d
th component of vt. Write rit “ rLpξitq and bˆit “ βˆ1t rit and define bit “ btpξitq
and bˆt “ βˆ1trL. We also define the residuals v˜it “ x2it ´ bˆit, and V˜i “ pv˜1i1, .. , v˜1iT q1. Our estimator
for Vi will then be Vˆi “ τpV˜iq: τpV˜iq is the projection of V˜i onto SV such that if V˜i lies outside of
SV , the function τpV˜ q is the point on the boundaries of the support that is the closest to V . Note
that for all draws of Vi, τpViq “ Vi and ||Vˆi ´ Vi|| ď ||V˜i ´ Vi||.
Let pKpV q “ pp1KpV q, .. , pKKpV qq1 denote a K ˆ 1 vector of approximating functions, pi “
pKpViq and pˆi “ pKpVˆiq. An estimator of hW pV q “ Epwi|Vi “ V q for a generic scalar random
variable wi using the generated Vˆ is p
KpV q1 pˆiW where pˆiW is a vector of size K given by
pˆiW “ pPˆ Pˆ 1q´1
ÿ
i
pKpVˆiqW 1i “ pPˆ Pˆ 1q´1PˆW, (28)
where Pˆ “ ppˆ1, .. , pˆnq is K ˆ n and W “ pw1, .. , wnq1 is a vector of size n.
Using this general definition, we construct component by component estimators Mˆ and kˆ for
the matrix and vector valued functions M and k. We obtain pKpV q1 pˆiM,st an estimator of the
ps, tq component of the matrix M, taking wi to be pMiqs,t. Similarly, an estimator of the sth
component of k will be pKpV q1 pˆik,s, choosing wi “ pMi 9yiqs. Under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3, we
have gpV q “MpV q´1 kpV q. A straightforward estimator of g is thus
gˆpV q “ MˆpV q´1 kˆpV q.
The closed-form expression (12) suggests the use of a sample average to estimate Epµ|δq, plugging
in the nonparametric estimator of g evaluated at the generated values. The estimator is
µˆ “
řn
i“1 δiQi r 9yi ´ gˆpVˆiqsřn
i“1 δi
“
řn
i“1Qδ¯i r 9yi ´ gˆpVˆiqsřn
i“1 δi
.
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The multi-step estimation procedure only uses closed form expressions: its ease of implemen-
tation comes with a layered asymptotic analysis as each step needs to be analyzed one by one to
eventually obtain the asymptotic behavior of µˆ. This type of asymptotic analysis is the subject
of a wide literature on nonparametric and semiparametric estimation with generated covariates.
Before laying out the main results of our asymptotic analysis, we give here a brief overview of this
literature.
Papers studying asymptotic normality of semiparametric estimators, such as Newey (1994a),
Chen, Linton, and Van Keilegom (2003), Ai and Chen (2003) and Ichimura and Lee (2010) among
many other references, have a level of generality which encompasses the case where the regressors
are themselves estimated. However, the conditions given in these papers are “high-level” conditions
and are not easily applied to the composition of nonparametrically estimated infinite-dimensional
nuisance parameters. Examples of asymptotic derivations in specific models with generated re-
gressors are papers already citeasnound such as Newey, Powell, and Vella (1999), Imbens and
Newey (2009), and Das, Newey, and Vella (2003), as the use of a nonparametric control function
approach naturally suggests an estimator with generated covariates. Others are, e.g, Ahn and Pow-
ell (1993), Blundell and Powell (2004), Newey (2009) and Escanciano, Jacho-Cha´vez, and Lewbel
(2016). Moreover, recent contributions have focused on obtaining general asymptotic results for
such semiparametric estimators. Among important recent contributions, Hahn and Ridder (2013)
derives in the spirit of Newey (1994a) a general formula of the asymptotic variance of estimators
with generated regressors. However they do not provide results on how to obtain asymptotic nor-
mality for particular classes of estimators. For estimators with generated regressors depending on
a nonparametrically estimated function, this type of analysis can be found for instance in Escan-
ciano, Jacho-Cha´vez, and Lewbel (2014), Mammen, Rothe, and Schienle (2016) and Hahn, Liao,
and Ridder (2018). Escanciano, Jacho-Cha´vez, and Lewbel (2014) obtain a uniform expansion of
a weighted sample average of residuals obtained from kernel-estimated nonparametric regressions
with generated covariates, which can be then be used to prove asymptotic normality of a class of
semiparametric estimators. Mammen, Rothe, and Schienle (2016) study the asymptotic normal-
ity of a general class of semiparametric GMM estimators depending on a nonparametric nuisance
parameter, also constructed with generated covariates. Our estimator of the APE µˆ belongs to
this class of estimators, although of a simpler form since it has a closed-form expression. Moreover
we use series to construct the nonparametric estimates while the infinite dimensional nuisance pa-
rameter in Mammen, Rothe, and Schienle (2016) is a conditional expectation estimated with local
polynomial estimator and they do not specify an estimator for the generated covariates. Estimators
in Hahn, Liao, and Ridder (2018) have a structure closer to that of µˆ: they study nonparametric
two-step sieve M estimators, but focus on known functionals. They show asymptotic normality of
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their estimator when standardized by a finite sample variance and give a practical estimator of this
variance. They do not however provide an explicit formula of the asymptotic variance. The esti-
mator we analyze in this section is instead an estimated functional of the two-step nonparametric
estimators. Using a different type of proof techniques with lower level conditions on the primi-
tives of a more specific class of models, we show asymptotic normality and obtain the asymptotic
variance of a generic class of estimators to which ours belongs. See, e.g, Mammen, Rothe, and
Schienle (2016) for a literature review on semiparametric estimation with generated covariates and
explanation on the specificity of this type of estimation.
4.2 Convergence rates of the nonparametric two-step estimators
We introduce some notations. For a vector a P Rp, ||a|| is its Euclidean norm. We also denote by
||.||F the Frobenius norm (the canonical norm) in the space of matricesMppRq, and ||.||2 the matrix
norm induced by ||.|| on Rp (the spectral norm). We recall that for a given matrix A P MppRq,
||A||F “
´ř
i,jďp a2ij
¯1{2 “ trpA1Aq1{2. To avoid tedious notations, we will regularly omit the
subscript F , ||A|| without index implies that the norm considered is the Frobenius norm. The
index will be displayed when clarity requires it. We define λminpAq to be the smallest eigenvalue of
the matrix A (when it has one), similarly λmaxpAq, as well as λ1pAq ď ... ď λppAq all the eigenvalues
ranked by increasing order (when they exist).
We will use the following results. First, for all A PMppRq, ||A||2 ď ||A||F . This inequality also
holds for nonsquare matrices. Also, for A a symmetric matrix, ||A||2 “ |λmaxpAq| and ||A||2F “řp
i“1 λipAq2. By definition of ||.||2, ||Aa|| ď ||A||2 ||a||.
We also write, for g a vector of functions of x P Sx Ă Rk, ||g||8 “ supSx ||gp.q||. For l “
pl1, .. , lkq P Nk, we define |l| “ řkj“1 lj , and the partial derivative Blgpxq “ B|l|gpxq{Bl1x1...Blk . We
will use the norm |g|d “ max|l|ďd supxPSx ||Blgpxq|| when g is d times differentiable. We denote by
Bgpxq the Jacobian matrix pBgpxq{Bx1, ..., Bgpxq{Bxkq. In what follows, LLN denotes the weak law
of large numbers, C a generic constant (whose value can change from one line to another) and for a
sequence pcnqnPN P RN, the notation cn Ñ 0 should be understood as cn ÑnÑ8 0. We now proceed
step by step to derive uniform and MSE convergence rates of all nonparametric estimators.
Sample mean square error for estimator of the control variables : The generated
covariates Vˆi are constructed as the estimated residuals of T regressions. The method to generate
regressors is as in Newey, Powell, and Vella (1999) and we use some of their results.
Assumption 4.1. There exists γ1 ą 0 and a1pLq such that
a
L{n a1pLq ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 0 and for all t ď T ,
1. px2it, ξitq is i.i.d over i, continuously distributed and Varpx2t |ξtq is bounded,
2. There exists a LˆL nonsingular matrix Γ1t such that for RLpξtq “ Γ1trLpξtq, EpRLpξtqRLpξtq1q
has smallest eigenvalue bounded away from zero uniformly in L,
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3. There exists βLt such that supSξt ||btpξtq ´ βL1t rLpξtq|| ď CL´γ1,
4. supSξt ||RLpξtq|| ď a1pLq.
Result 4.1. Under Assumption 4.1,
1
n
nÿ
i“1
||Vi ´ Vˆi ||2 “ OP
`
L{n` L´2γ1˘ “ OPp∆2nq, (29)
max
i
||Vi ´ Vˆi || “ OPpa1pLq∆nq. (30)
If for instance bt is continuously differentiable up to order p, writing dξ “ d1 ` dz, then As-
sumption 4.1 (3) holds with γ1 “ p{dξ for different choices of sieve basis.
Conditions satisfying Assumption 4.1 (2) typically require the support of ξt to be bounded and
the density of ξt to be bounded away from 0 on its support. This restriction is not desirable. Indeed,
in applications where the density of the regressors goes to 0 at the boundaries, regressors will be
trimmed to consider only a subset of Sξ where the density is bounded away from 0. However,
we are interested here in the average effect Epµq and counterfactuals involving population means.
Trimming arbitrarily on regressors to estimate a conditional effect is contrary to this goal. We
therefore provide a set of conditions allowing the density of the regressor to go to 0 at the boundary
of its support when the support is bounded. We follow Imbens and Newey (2009) which develops
an argument of Andrews (1991) in assuming a polynomial lower bound on the rate of decrease of
the density. Formally, we assume that Sξt is of the form
Śdξ
d“1 rξtd; ξ¯tds. Recall that ξtd is the dth
component of ξt. In this case, the set of conditions in Assumption 4.1 can be modified as follows.
Assumption 4.2. There exists α1 ą 0 and γ1 ą 0 such that
a
L{n Lα1`1 ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 0 and @ t ď T ,
1. px2it, ξitq is i.i.d over i, continuously distributed and Varpx2t |ξtq is bounded,
2. rLp.q is the power series basis, and @ ξt P Sξt, fξtpξtq ě Πdξd“1pξdt ´ ξdtqα1pξ¯dt ´ ξdtqα1,
3. There exists βLt such that supSξt ||btpξtq ´ βL1t rLpξtq|| ď CL´γ1.
Result 4.2. Under Assumption 4.2, (29) and (30) hold.
Allowing for unbounded support is a desirable extension as well and is made possible using a
method similar to Chen, Hong, and Tamer (2005) and Chen, Hong, and Tarozzi (2008), but is
outside the scope of this paper.
Convergence rates of two-step series estimators : The estimator of Epwi|Vi “ V q “
hW pV q defined in (28) using the generated control variables is as in Newey, Powell, and Vella
(1999), aside from the panel aspect. However, they impose an orthogonality condition which by
definition does not hold for our specific choices of wi and this rules out a direct application of their
asymptotic results. More specifically, writing
w “ hW pV q ` eW , EpeW |V q “ 0,
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an additional assumption required to apply directly Newey, Powell, and Vella (1999) would be
EpeW |X1, V, Zq “ 0, that is, eW is conditionally mean-independent of all variables involved in the
first step, that is in the construction of the control variables. However this condition does not hold
when wi is either a component of the matrix M “ I ´ 9Xp 9X 1 9Xq´1 9X 1 or of the vector M 9y, because
EpM |X1, X2, Zq “ M ‰ EpM |V q “ MpV q,
EpM 9y|X1, X2, Zq “ MgpV q `MEp 9u|X1, X2, Zq ‰ EpM 9y|V q “ kpV q “MpV q gpV q.
This difference has been documented for instance in Hahn and Ridder (2013) and Mammen, Rothe,
and Schienle (2016). It has implications for the convergence rate of the two-step estimator which
will have an extra term and, as will be clear in a later part of the paper, on the asymptotic variance
of a linear functional of this estimator. To account for the extra term EpeW |X1, V, Zq “ EpeW |X,V q
where X “ pX1, X2q, we write
w “ hW pV q ` eW , EpeW |V q “ 0,
w “ hW pV q ` ρW pX,Zq ` eW˚, EpeW˚|X,Zq “ 0, (31)
where ρW pX,Zq “ EpeW |X,Zq “ Epw|X,Zq ´ Epw|V q. As was done for estimation of bt, we
first state results on hˆ under generic assumptions then show that these assumptions are satisfied
when the regressors have bounded support and their joint density goes to 0 at the boundary of the
support.
Assumption 4.3.
1. eW˚i is i.i.d and EppeW˚i q2 |X,Zq is bounded on SX,Z ,
2. hW is Lipschitz on SV and ρW is bounded on SX,Z ,
3. There exists a KˆK nonsingular matrix Γ2, such that for PKpV q “ Γ2pKpV q, EpPKpV qPKpV q1q
has smallest eigenvalue bounded away from zero uniformly in K,
4. There exists γ2 and pi
K such that supSV |hW pV q ´ pKpV q1 piKW | ď CK´γ2,
5. For supSV ||PKpV q|| ď b1pKq and supSV ||BPKpV q{BV || ď b2pKq,
?
K b2pKq∆n ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 0
and
a
K{n b1pKq ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 0.
Result 4.3. Under Assumption 4.1 and 4.3,ż ˇˇˇ
hˆW pV q ´ hW pV q
ˇˇˇ2
dF pV q “ OPpK{n`K´2γ2 `∆2nb2pKq2q, (32)
sup
V PSV
|hˆW pV q ´ hW pV q| “ OP
´
b1pKqpK{n`K´2γ2 `∆2nb2pKq2q1{2
¯
. (33)
The additional term in the mean-squared error convergence rate compared to, e.g, Newey,
Powell, and Vella (1999) or Hahn, Liao, and Ridder (2018) (Section 3 of the Online Appendix) is
∆2nb2pKq2. It comes from the correlation between eW and Pˆ ´ P .
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We insert here a corollary stating the rate of convergence of the first order partial derivative of
the two-step nonparametric estimator. This will be used in the proof of asymptotic normality. Its
proof follows from the proof of Result 4.3.
Corollary 4.1. Under Assumption 4.1 and 4.3, if supSV |BhW pV q ´ piK1W BpKpV q| ď CK´γ2,
sup
V PSV
|BhˆW pV q ´ BhW pV q| “ OP
´
b2pKqpK{n`K´2γ2 `∆2nb2pKq2q1{2
¯
.
As mentioned earlier, Assumption 4.3 (3) is often shown to hold for regressors with bounded
support and density bounded away from 0 on their support. For reasons stated earlier, we prefer
avoiding any trimming on covariates. We therefore give a set of conditions allowing the density
of the regressors to go to zero on the boundaries of the support. Recall that the support of V is
SV “Śdďd2, tďT rvtd, v¯tds.
Assumption 4.4.
1. eW˚i is i.i.d and EppeW˚q2 |X,Zq is bounded on SX,Z ,
2. hW is Lipschitz on SV and ρW is bounded on SX,Z ,
3. pKp.q is the power series basis, and @V P SV , fV pV q ě Πdďk2, tďT pvt,d´ vtdqα2pv¯td´ vt,dqα2,
4. There exists γ2 and pi
K
W such that supSV |hW pV q ´ piK1W pKpV q| ď CK´γ2,
5. b1pKq “ Kα2`7{2∆n ÑnÑ8 0 and b2pKq “ Kα2`3{2{?n ÑnÑ8 0.
Result 4.4. Under Assumptions 4.2 and 4.4 , (32) and (33) hold.
For these results to apply to our choice of wi “ pMiqs,t and wi “ pMi 9yiqt for 1 ď s, t ď T ´ 1,
we adapt Assumption 4.4 to the model primitives.
Assumption 4.5.
1. Ep 9u|X,Zq and Varp|| 9u|| |X,Zq are bounded on SX,Z ,
2. M and k are Lipschitz and g is bounded on SV ,
3. pKp.q is the power series basis, and @V P SV , fV pV q ě Πdďk2, tďT pvt,d´ vtdqα2pv¯td´ vt,dqα2,
4. There exists γ2 and ppiKM,stqs,t and ppiKk,tqs,t such that supSV |MstpV q´ piK1M,stpKpV q| ď CK´γ2
and supSV |ktpV q ´ piK1k,tpKpV q| ď CK´γ2 for all s, t ď T ´ 1,
5. Kα2`7{2∆n ÑnÑ8 0 and Kα2`3{2{?n ÑnÑ8 0.
Under Assumptions 2.1, 4.2 and 4.5, the convergence rate of Mˆ and kˆ in sup norm and mean
square norms are therefore given by (32) and (33).
Convergence rate for gˆ : Recall that gˆpV q “ MˆpV q´1 kˆpV q. The rate of convergence of gˆp.q
is obtained using continuity arguments. We will assume the following set of conditions.
Assumption 4.6. M and g are continuous on SV , SV is a compact set and MpV q is invertible
for all values V P SV .
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This implies that k “ M g is continuous as well and that ||m||8, ||M||8 and ||g||8 exist.
Note that the continuity assumption somewhat overlaps with Assumption 4.5 (4) and (2) as the
existence of a linear approximation relies on smoothness assumptions. Moreover while Assumption
2.3 requires the matrix to be invertible only PV a.s, we assume here thatMpV q is invertible for all
values in the support. Under these conditions, the following MSE and sup norm rates are obtained
for gˆ.
Result 4.5. Under Assumptions 4.2, 4.5 and 4.6, assuming b1pKq2pK{n`K´2γ2`∆2nb2pKq2q Ñ 0,ż
||gˆpV q ´ gpV q||2 dF pV q “ OPpK{n`K´2γ2 `∆2nb2pKq2q,
||gˆpV q ´ gpV q||8 “ OPpb1pKqpK{n`K´2γ2 `∆2nb2pKq2q1{2q.
4.3 Consistency of µˆ
Equipped with the convergence rate results on the nonparametric estimators, we can now show
consistency of the APE estimator µˆ. Recall that, writing δi “ 1pdetp 9X 1i 9Xiq ą δ0q and Qδi “ δiQi,
we defined the estimator for Epµ|δq to be
µˆ “
řn
i“1Qδi r 9yi ´ gˆpVˆiqsřn
i“1 δi
.
Write γn “ b1pKqpK{n`K´2γ2 `∆2nb2pKq2q1{2.
Assumption 4.7. Assume Ep||Qδ||q ă 8 and Ep||Qδ 9y||q ă 8.
Result 4.6. Suppose Assumptions 4.2, 4.4, 4.6, and 4.7 hold. Assume also γn Ñ 0, a1pLq∆n Ñ 0
and that g is continuously differentiable on SV . Then µˆ ÑP Epµ|δq.
4.4 Asymptotic normality
We now derive the asymptotic normality of µˆ. The analysis is carried out in several steps. First,
we modify the trimming function. We then explain how to linearize our estimator as a function
of the nonparametric two-step sieve estimators. We obtain an asymptotic expansion of a general
linear functional of nonparametric two-step sieve estimator which we then apply to the obtained
linearization of our estimator. Finally we prove that the linear approximation is valid and derive
asymptotic normality of µˆ.
4.4.1 Trimming
Recall that we defined Vˆi “ τpV˜iq, where V˜i “ pv˜itqtďT is the vector of residuals from the sieve
regression of x2it on ξit “ px1it, zitq and τ projects onto SV “
Ś
dďd2, tďT rvtd; v¯tds. The proof of
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asymptotic normality will use smoothness properties of τ and will require it to be twice differen-
tiable, which is not the case when τ is the projection defined in the previous section. We thus
change the definition of τ so that it now projects onto a bounded superset of SV . Importantly we
will not focus anymore on allowing for the density to be 0 on the boundary of SV . Define ς ą 0,
and τς : x P R ÞÑ ςpe´x2{p2ς2q`x{ς ´ 1q. Note that limxÑ´8 τςpxq “ ´ς, limxÑ`8 τςpxq “ ´ς and
we also have τςp0q “ 0, τ 1ςp0q “ 1 and τ2ς p0q “ 0. For V P RTd2 , the pd2pt´ 1q ` dqth component of
τpV q is given by
τpV qpt´1qk2`d “
$’’’’&’’’’%
vtd, if vtd P rvtd; v¯tds,
vtd ` τςpvtd ´ vtdq, if vtd ď vtd,
v¯td ´ τςpv¯td ´ vtdq, if vtd ě v¯td,
and define as before Vˆi “ τpV˜iq. The support of τ is RTd2 and we now have Vˆi P SςV “Ś
dďd2, tďT rvtd ´ ς; v¯td ` ςs. We will refer to SςV as the “extended support”.
Each component of τ is a twice differentiable function of V , implying that τ itself is twice
continuously differentiable. Moreover for all V P SV , Bτ{BV “ ITk2 which will imply that the
derivative of a function m composed with τ evaluated at V , mpτpV qq, is equal to the derivative
of mpV q whenever V P SV . On the extended support, that is for all V P SςV , |Bτ{BV | ď C and
|B2τ{BV 2| ď C for some constant C.
It will also be convenient to use extensions of the various regression functions used at different
places in our proofs. For a function m : SV Ñ Rp (for any given p P N) such that m is twice
continuously differentiable on SV , we define mς : SςV Ñ Rp an extension of m, twice continuously
differentiable. That is, for all V in SV , mςpV q “ mpV q, and mς must be twice continuously
differentiable on the extended support SςV . Note that if there exists a sequence of functions pmnqnPN
converging uniformly to mς on the extended support SςV , the sequence of restrictions of pmnqnPN
on SV converges uniformly to m. We previously used, for g a function of the variable V , the norm
|g|d “ max|l|ďd supV PSV ||Blgp.q||. A corresponding norm for the extended functions will change the
supremum to a supremum over the extended support, i.e., |g|ςd “ max|l|ďd supV PSςV ||Blgp.q||.
As was the case with our previous definition of τ , ||Vˆi´Vi|| ď ||V˜i´Vi||. This guaranteees that
our results on the sup-norm convergence rates of the nonparametric two-step estimators Mˆ and kˆ
and of their derivatives remain valid, provided some changes are made to the definition of the vector
of basis functions pKp.q and to the approximation condition (4) of Assumption 4.3. First, pKp.q is
defined on the extended support, and the bounds b1pKq and b2pKq are also defined as bounds on
the sup norm over the extended support. Second, the approximation condition must be imposed
on the extended functions Mς and kς . Under these modified conditions, because the extended
functions remain Lipschitz, the rates of convergence of the nonparametric two-step estimators to
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the extended functions are the same, the rate of convergence of gˆ is unchanged and consistency of
µˆ holds.
We point out here that we will not show that our asymptotic normality result applies to cases
where the density of the regressors goes to zero on the boundaries of their support, as we did
for consistency (see Assumption 4.2 and 4.4), Indeed in contrast to the consistency proof, we will
use rates on the sup norm of the nonparametric estimates as well as of their derivatives when
the suprema are defined over the extended support. This rules out a direct application of the
approach allowing the density of the regressors to go to zero on the boundaries of their support.
This approach would require Condition (3) of Assumption 4.4 to hold on SςV , which cannot be true
if the density of the regressors is 0 on the boundary of the original support. Computing rates on
the extended support allowing for this case is beyond the scope of this paper. We therefore remain
silent on the choice of the basis.
4.4.2 Linearization
We study asymptotic normality of
?
npµˆ´ Epµqq where we rewrite
µˆ “ 1řn
i“1 δi{n
µˆδ,
with µˆδ “ řni“1Qδi r 9yi ´ gˆpVˆiqs{n. We will first study µˆδ ´ Epµδq. We write G “ ppbtqtďT , k,Mq
for a vector of generic functions with bt : Sξt ÞÑ Rd2 , k : SςV ÞÑ RT´1 and M : SςV ÞÑ MT´1pRq.
For clarity we choose to write G0 “ ppb0tqtďT , k0,M0q, for the true values of these functions,
that is, for the nonparametric primitives of the model. Note that the functions we consider here
are functions on the extended support. We dropped the exponant ς and will display it to avoid
confusion whenever necessary. We decompose
?
npµˆδ ´ Epµiδiqq “ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Qδi r 9yi ´ gˆpVˆiqs ´ Epµiδiq,
“ 1?
n
«
nÿ
i“1
rδiµi ´ Epµiδiqs `
nÿ
i“1
Qδi 9ui ` 1?n
nÿ
i“1
rQδi g0pViq ´ EpQδg0pV qqs ´
nÿ
i“1
rQδi gˆpVˆiq ´ EpQδg0pV qqs
ff
,
“ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
rδiµi ´ Epµiδiqs ` 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Qδi 9ui ´
?
n
“XnpGˆq ´ XnpG0q‰, (34)
where we define
χpWi,Gq “ QδiM
`
τ
“px2it ´ btpξitqqtďT ‰˘´1 k `τ “px2it ´ btpξitqqtďT ‰˘ ,
XnpGq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
rχpWi,Gq ´ EpχpWi,G0qqs,
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where τ is as defined in Section 4.4.1 and ensures that the argument of M and k lies in SςV . We
recall that Wi “ pXi, Vi, Zi, ui, µi, αiq stands for the whole vector of primitive variables. We write
the variables as column vectors, e.g Vi “ pv1i1, ... , v1iT q1. We also define
X pGq “ EpχpWi,Gqq ´ EpχpWi,G0qq.
Note that X pG0q “ 0.
The decomposition as well as our choice of arguments in X make explicit the dependence of
our estimator on the functions pbtqtďT . The use of generated covariates in place of the true value
of the variables has a twofold impact on semiparametric estimators such as µˆ. First the nuisance
parameter M and k are estimated using the generated values. Second the estimators Mˆ and kˆ
are evaluated at the generated values when plugged in in the sample average that defines µˆ. The
dependence of X on pbtqtďT highlights the latter aspect.
The two first terms in Equation (34) are normalized sums of i.i.d random variables. Their
asymptotic normality can be established by a standard CLT argument. We focus on the last term,
?
n
“XnpGˆq ´ XnpG0q‰, which has a standard form except for its dependence on a composition of
the infinite dimensional nuisance parameters. Specifically, we define a class of continuous functions
H endowed with a pseudometric ||.||H such that G P H. Arguments yielding asymptotic normality
typically require the following set of conditions for our asymptotic analysis. Define Hδ “ tG P H :
||G ´ G0|| ď δu.
Assumption 4.8.
1. For all δn “ op1q, sup||G´G0||Hďδn ||XnpGq ´ X pGq ´ XnpG0q|| “ oPpn´1{2q.
2. The pathwise derivative of X at G0 evaluated at G´G0, X pGqpG0qrG´G0s, exists in all directions
rG ´ G0s, and for all G P Hδn with δn “ op1q, ||X pGq ´X pGqpG0qrG ´ G0s || ď c||G ´ G0||2H, for
some constant c ě 0,
3. ||Gˆ ´ G0||H “ oPpn´1{4q.
Result 4.7. Under Assumption 4.8,
?
n
“XnpGˆq ´ XnpG0q‰ “ ?nX pGqpG0qrGˆ ´ G0s ` oPp1q.
Under Assumption 4.8, the asymptotic distribution of µˆ depends on the asymptotic behavior
of
?
nX pGq0 rGˆ ´ G0s, where we write X pGq0 for the pathwise derivative of X at G0. It is a linear
functional of a vector of nonparametric estimators.
The definition of H and in particular of ||.||H is not straightforward here. The choice of H
will be driven by the stochastic equicontinuity condition, that is, Condition (1) of Assumption
4.8, following Chen, Linton, and Van Keilegom (2003) and the choice of ||.||H will be driven by
Condition (2). The structure of our asymptotic analysis is as follows: we first derive the asymptotic
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distribution of
?
nX pGq0 rGˆ ´ G0s by studying the general case of a linear functional of the two-step
sieve estimator of a nonparametric regression function and obtain its asymptotic variance. We then
specify our choice of H and ||.||H, show that Assumption 4.8 holds for this choice. Using Result
4.7, we obtain the asymptotic distribution of the standardized µˆ. We therefore focus here on the
linearized term. The pathwise derivative applied to the estimators can be decomposed as the sum
of T ` 2 partial pathwise derivatives applied to each nonparametrically estimated function. We
define χ
pkq
0 pWiqrk˜s, pχpbtq0 pWiqrb˜tsqtďT and χpMq0 pWiqrM˜sq to be the partial pathwise derivatives of
χ with respect to k, bt and M (respectively) at the true value G0, evaluated (respectively) at k˜,´
b˜t
¯
tďT
and M˜. We have
χ
pMq
0 pWiqrM˜s : “ χpMqpWi,G0qrM˜s “ ´QδiM0pViq´1 M˜pViqM0pViq´1k0pViq
“ ´QδiM0pViq´1 M˜pViqg0pViq “ ´rg0pViq1 b pQδiM0pViq´1qs VecpM˜pViqq,
χ
pkq
0 pWiqrk˜s : “ χpkqpWi,G0qrk˜s “ QδiM0pViq´1k˜pViq,
χ
pbtq
0 pWiqrb˜ts : “ χp2tqpWi,G0qrb˜ts “ ´Qδi
Bg0
Bvt pViqb˜tpξitq
where vt denotes the t
th component of V , and where BgBvt pViq is a Jacobian matrix of size pT´1qˆd2.
Note that the function τ does not appear in the above formula, nor does any of its partial order
derivatives. This is because when evaluated at the true value of V , by design τ simplifies to the
identity function on SV and its Jacobian is the identity matrix.
We define X pkq0 rk˜s the partial pathwise derivative of X with respect to k at G0 and evaluated
at k˜, and similarly X pMq0 rM˜s and pX pbtq0 rb˜tsqtďT . Assuming one can interchange expectation and
differentiation, we follow Mammen et al (2016) and write
X pGq0 rG ´ G0s “X pkq0 rk ´ k0s ` X pMq0 rM´M0s `
Tÿ
t“1
X pbtq0 rbt ´ b0,ts,
“
ż
V
rλM pvq Vec ppM´M0qpvqqs dFV pvq `
ż
V
rλkpvq pk ´ k0qpvqs dFV pvq
`
Tÿ
t“1
ż
ξt
λbtpξtq pbt ´ b0,tqpξtqdFξtpξtq, (35)
where the functions λ. are defined using the partial pathwise derivatives as
λM pvq “ ´E
´
gpViq1 b pQδiM0pViq´1q |Vi “ v
¯
“ ´gpvq1 b rEpQδi |Vi “ vqM0pvq´1s,
λkpvq “ EpQδiM0pViq´1 |Vi “ vq “ EpQδi |Vi “ vqM0pvq´1,
λbtpξtq “ ´E
ˆ
Qδi
BgpViq
Bvt | ξit “ ξt
˙
.
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4.4.3 Linear application of a nonparametric two-step sieve estimator
To obtain the asymptotic properties of a linear functional of nonparametric two-step series esti-
mators, we now return to Model (31) and treat the general case. The object of interest in this
section is the value of a linear function a evaluated at hW where hW pvq “ EpW |V “ vq. We use
the nonparametric two-step sieve estimator hˆW .
Functionals of nonparametric estimators have been widely studied for different types of non-
parametric estimators (see, e.g, Newey (1994b) for kernel estimators and Newey (1997) for series
estimators). However the linear functional here is also evaluated at the more complicated two-step
nonparametric estimators constructed in the previous sections. Its asymptotic distribution cannot
be derived directly from the aforementioned results. Hahn, Liao, and Ridder (2018) derive asymp-
totic normality results for nonlinear functionals of two-step nonparametric sieves estimators when
the sieve estimators are from a general class of nonlinear sieve regression estimators. Character-
izing the finite sample variance, they provide a practical estimator arguing that the asymptotic
variance does not always have an analytical form. We show with a different set of calculations
giving lower-level conditions on the primitives that the asymptotic variance of our estimator can
be obtained for a class of models where the orthogonality condition between the first and second
stege does not hold.
They however do not specify a formula for the asymptotic variance, arguing that it might not
exist. This is not an issue in our case and we derive using a different type of proof the asymptotic
normality and asymptotic variance of our sieve estimators.
The estimator of aphW q will be aphˆW q, and the purpose of this section is to write, under
general conditions on the random variables W,V, eW˚ and the functions hW and ρW , the term
?
npaphW q´aphˆW qq as 1?
n
řn
i“1 sWi,n`oPp1q. We will then apply the derived results to X pkq0 rkˆ´k0s
and X pMq0 rMˆ´M0s.
We consider the case where w P R, V P RTd2 , aphq P Rda . Define ρWi “ ρW pXi, Ziq and the
following matrices,
HWt “ 1n
nÿ
i“1
pˆi pBhWς pViq{Bvt b r1itq A “ papp1Kq, .. , appKKqq,
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pˆi pBhW pViq{Bvt b r1itq, dPWt “ 1n
nÿ
i“1
ρWi
ˆBpKpViq
Bvt b r
1
it
˙
,
HWt “ Erpi pBhWς pViq{Bvt b r1itqs dPWt “ EpρWi
ˆBpKpViq
Bvt b r
1
it
˙
q,
“ Erpi pBhW pViq{Bvt b r1itqs,
where hWς is the functional extension of h
W and where the equalities on the first two matrices hold
because hς and h are equal on SV . Recall that by ||τpv1q ´ τpv2q|| ď ||v1 ´ v2||, under Assumption
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4.1 we have 1n
řn
i“1 ||vi ´ vˆi||2 “ OP
`
L{n` L´2γ1˘ “ OPp∆2nq.
Assumption 4.9.
1. The data Wi is i.i.d,
2. ||apgq|| ď C|g|0,
3. hW is twice continuously differentiable with bounded first and second derivatives, and ρW is
bounded,
4. There exists γ1 and β
L
t such that for all t ď T , supSξt ||btpξtq ´ βL 1t rLpx1t , ztq|| ď CL´γ1.
There exists γ2, pi
K
W such that supSςV ||hWς pvq ´ pKpvq1 piKW || ď CK´γ2,
5. For all t ď T , there exists Γ1t, a Lˆ L nonsingular matrix such that for RLt pξtq “ Γ1trLt pξtq,
EpRLt pξtqRLt pξtq1q has smallest eigenvalue bounded away from 0 uniformly in L. There exists
Γ2, a K ˆ K nonsingular matrix such that for PKpV q “ Γ2pKpV q, EpPKpV qPKpV q1q has
smallest eigenvalue bounded away from 0 uniformly in K,
6. ||A|| is bounded,
7. For |RLt pξtq|0 ď a1pLq, |PKpV q|ς0 ď b1pKq, |PKpV q|ς1 ď b2pKq, |PKpV q|ς2 ď b3pKq, we have?
nK´γ2 “ op1q, maxp?K,?Lb2pKqq a1pLq
a
L{n “ op1q, b2pKq?nL´γ1 “ op1q, b2pKqr
a
L{n`
L´γ1srK ` Ls “ op1q, b3pKqrL{?n`?nL´2γ1s “ op1q, b2pKq2
?
KraL{n` L´γ1s “ op1q,
8. Ep||vt||2|ξtq and VarpeW˚|X,Zq are bounded on Sξt and SX,Z respectively.
As stated above, we do not specify the sieve basis.
Lemma 4.1. Under Assumptions 4.1 and 4.9,
?
nraphˆW q ´ aphW qs “
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
AEppip1iq´1
«
pie
W
i `
Tÿ
t“1
pHWt ´ dPWt qpIk2 b Epritr1itq´1q pvit b ritq
ff
` oPp1q.
We use the proof techniques of Lemma 2 of Newey, Powell, and Vella (1999) to obtain this
approximation. However as mentioned previously, an essential orthogonal condition they assumed,
namely the conditional mean independence of w ´ Epw|V q of pX,Zq, does not hold in our model.
For this reason we obtain an extra term depending on ρW , the term dPWt which would be zero if
ρW pX,Zq “ 0. Another difference is the summation over t of the HWt and dPWt terms due to vector
of control variables being composed of T estimated residuals coming from T different cross-section
regressions.
Assumption 4.9 (6) is a condition on the generic functional a applied to the elements of the
approximating basis. The functionals appearing in µˆ are derived from the linearization of X .
They all take the form of an expectation aphW q “ ş λapvqhW pvqdFV pvq. This is exactly the mean
square continuity condition of Newey (1997), which he shows is sufficient to obtain
?
n asymptotic
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normality of linear functionals of linear sieve estimators. We similarly exploit properties implied
by this specification of a but instead obtain an intermediary result on the mean square convergence
of the term in bracket on the RHS of Lemma 4.1. We will use this in the following section to
show that Condition (6) of Assumption 4.9 holds and to then obtain the total asymptotic variance
matrix of
?
nX pGq0 rGˆ ´ G0s.
Assumption 4.10.
1. There exists a function λa : RTd2 ÞÑ Rda such that aphW q “
ş
λapvqhW pvqdFV pvq,
2. There exists ιKa such that |λapV q´ιKa pKpV q|1 “ OpK´γ3q, and pιLaht, ιLaρtq such that as LÑ8,
E
´
||E
”
λapV qBhW pV qBvtd |ξt
ı
´ ιLahtrLpξtq||2
¯
Ñ 0 and E
´
||E
”
ρWi
BλapV q
Bvtd |ξt
ı
´ ιLaρtrLpξtq||2
¯
Ñ 0,
3. b2pKqK´γ3 “ op1q,
4. VarpeWi |V q is bounded on SV .
Define λ˜apvq “ AEppip1iq´1 pKpvq, λ˜Ba,tdpξtq “ AEppip1iq´1HWtd Epritr1itq´1 rLpξtq and Bλ˜a,tdpξtq “
AEppip1iq´1dPWtd Epritr1itq´1 rLpξtq. Write Assumption 4.9’ for Assumption 4.9 without Condition
(5).
Lemma 4.2. Under Assumption 4.9’ and 4.10, as K,LÑ8, Ep||eW pλ˜apV q ´ λapV qq||2q Ñ 0,
E
´
||vtd
”
λ˜Ba,tdpξtq ´ E
´
λapV qBhW pV qBvtd |ξt
¯ı
||2
¯
Ñ 0 and E
´
||vtd
´
Bλ˜a,td ´ E
”
ρW BλapV qBvtd |ξt
ı¯
||2
¯
Ñ
0.
Note that Condition (2) is a sup norm rate condition on both λa and Bλa{BV , stronger than only
assuming Ep||λapV q ´ ιKa pKpV q||2q Ñ 0 as is assumed in Newey (1997) (Assumption 7) to obtain?
n asymptotic normality. Loosely speaking, because the dPWt includes derivatives of the vector of
basis functions, left multiplication of dPWt by the matrix A, which is the matrix of expectations of
λa multiplied by the functions, will yield under Condition (2) an approximation of the derivative of
λa. This will then appear in the asymptotic variance of our estimator when applied to the specific
functionals.
4.4.4 Application to the model
4.4.4.1 Asymptotics of the linear part
By Result 4.7, under Assumption 4.8,
?
n
“XnpGˆq´XnpG0q‰ is asymptotically equivalent to?nX pGq0 rG´
G0s. X pGq0 is a sum of linear functionals applied to the components of G ´ G0, where G “
ppbtqtďT , k,Mq, see (35). We thus apply Lemma 4.1 to these functionals, choosing wi to be ei-
ther a component of Mi 9yi or of Mi. By analogy with the general model, to apply Lemma 4.1 to
XM0 we define the following objects
eMi “Mi ´ EpMi|Viq “Mi ´M0pViq,
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eM˚i “Mi ´ EpMi|Xi, Ziq “ 0,
ρM pXi, Ziq “ EpMi|Xi, Ziq ´ EpMi|Viq “Mi ´M0pViq,
and similarly for X k0 rkˆs,
eki “Mi 9yi ´ EpMi 9yi|Viq “ rMi ´M0pViqsgpViq `Mi 9ui,
ek˚i “Mi 9yi ´ EpMi 9yi|Xi, Ziq “Mir 9ui ´ Ep 9ui|Xi, Ziqs,
ρkpXi, Ziq “ EpMi 9yi|Xi, Ziq ´ EpMi 9yi|Viq “ rMi ´M0pViqsgpViq `MiEp 9ui|Xi, Ziq.
It will be convenient to assume Ep 9ui|X1i , X2i , Ziq “ 0. We define now the analogs of the matrices
A, dPWt and H
W
t . For a given v λ
j
M pvq is the jth column of the matrix λM pvq and
ΛM “
ż
v
”
λ1M pvqpK1 pvq, ... , λ1M pvqpKKpvq, ... , λpT´1q
2
M pvqpK1 pvq, ... , λpT´1q
2
M pvqpKKpvq
ı
dFV pvq,
of dimension dx ˆKpT ´ 1q2. Define similarly the matrix Λk. We will interchangeably index the
columns of λM as λ
d
M with d ď pT ´ 1q2 and as λstM with 1 ď s, t ď T ´ 1. We will also need
HMt “ E
„BVecpM0pViqq
Bvt b pi b r
1
it

, Hkt “ E
„Bk0pViq
Bvt b pi b r
1
it

,
dPMt “ E
„
VecpρMi q b Bp
KpViq
Bvt b r
1
it

, dP kt “ E
„
ρki b Bp
KpViq
Bvt b r
1
it

.
The regression functions b0t are estimated nonparametrically and the asymptotic distribution
of functionals of such objects is studied in Newey (1997). For those, we define for a given ξt, λ
j
btpξtq
the jth column of the matrix λbtpξtq and for each t,
Λbt “
ż
ξt
”
λ1btpξtqrL1 pξtq, ... , λ1btpξtqrLLpξtq, ... , λT´1bt pξtqrL1 pξtq, ... , λT´1bt pξtqrLLpξtq
ı
dFξtpξtq.
We now state the assumptions required to apply Lemma 4.1 on the functionals X pMq0 and X pkq0
applied respectively to Mˆ and kˆ where as mentioned in the discussion before Assumption 4.9, we
do not specify the basis of approximating functions.
Assumption 4.11.
1. M0 and g0 are twice continuously differentiable with bounded first and second order deriva-
tives,
2. Ep||Qδi ||q ă 8, Ep|| 9u|| |X,Zq is bounded on SX,Z , and Sξt for all t ď T and SV are bounded,
3. There exists γ1 and β
L
t such that for all t ď T , supSξt ||b0tpξtq ´ βL 1t rLpξtq|| ď CL´γ1. There
exists γ2, pi
K
M and pi
K
k such that supSςV ||Mς0pvq ´ pKpvq1 piKM || ď CK´γ2 and supSςV ||kς0pvq ´
pKpvq1 piKk || ď CK´γ2,
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4. For all t ď T , there exists Γ1t, a Lˆ L nonsingular matrix such that for RLt pξtq “ Γ1trLt pξtq,
EpRLt pξtqRLt pξtq1q has smallest eigenvalue bounded away from 0 uniformly in L. There exists
Γ2, a K ˆ K nonsingular matrix such that for PKpV q “ Γ2pKpV q, EpPKpV qPKpV q1q has
smallest eigenvalue bounded away from 0 uniformly in K,
5. ||ΛM ||, ||Λk||, and ||Λbt|| are bounded,
6. For |RLt pξtq|0 ď a1pLq, |PKpV q|ς0 ď b1pKq, |PKpV q|ς1 ď b2pKq, |PKpV q|ς2 ď b3pKq, we have?
nK´γ2 “ op1q, maxp?K,?Lb2pKqq a1pLq
a
L{n “ op1q, b2pKq?nL´γ1 “ op1q, b2pKqr
a
L{n`
L´γ1srK ` Ls “ op1q, b3pKqrL{?n`?nL´2γ1s “ op1q, b2pKq2
?
KraL{n` L´γ1s “ op1q,
7. Ep 9u|X,Zq “ 0, and Ep||vt||2|ξtq and Ep|| 9u||2|X,Zq are bounded on Sξt and SX,Z respectively.
Assumption 4.11 (7) is imposed to simplify computations. It amounts to strengthening the
control function assumption, that is, Assumption 2.1 (2). Applying Lemma 4.1, we obtain the
following linearization.
Result 4.8. Under Assumptions 2.1, 4.6 and 4.11,
?
nX pGq0 rGˆ ´ G0s “ oPp1q
` 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
ΛM pIpT´1q2 bΘq VecpeMi q b pi ` 1?n
nÿ
i“1
ΛkpIT´1 bΘq eki b pi (36)
` 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Tÿ
t“1
”
ΛM pIpT´1q2 bΘqpHMt ´ dPMt q ` ΛkpIT´1 bΘqpHkt ´ dP kt q ` Λbt
ı
pIk2 bΘ1q vit b rit,
where we define Θ “ Eppip1iq and Θ1 “ Eprir1iq.
Note that we can now write 1?
n
řn
i“1rδiµi ´ Epµδqs ` 1?n
řn
i“1Qδi 9ui ´
?
nX pGq0 rGˆ ´ G0s as
1?
n
řn
i“1 si,n ` oPp1q where
si,n “rδiµi ´ Epµδqs `Qδi 9ui ´ ΛM pIpT´1q2 bΘq VecpeMi q b pi ´ ΛkpIT´1 bΘq eki b pi
`
Tÿ
t“1
”
ΛM pIpT´1q2 bΘqpdPMt ´HMt q ` ΛkpIT´1 bΘqpdP kt ´Hkt q ´ Λbt
ı
pIk2 bΘ1q vit b rit.
We define Ω “ Varpsi,nq and the following objects, Q˜δi “ Qδi ´ EpQδi |ViqM0pViq´1Mi, and Ω0 “
Var
´
rδiµi ´ Epµδqs ` Q˜δi 9ui `
řT
t“1 E
´
Q˜δi
BgpViq
Bvt | ξit
¯
vit
¯
.
Assumption 4.12.
1. For each function λap.q, column of λM p.q or λkp.q, λap.q is continuously differentiable and
there exists ιKa such that |λapV q´ιKa pKpV q|1 “ OpK´γ3q, and pιLaht, ιLaρtq such that as LÑ8,
E
´
||E
”
λapV qBhW pV qBvtd |ξt
ı
´ ιLahtrLpξtq||2
¯
Ñ 0 and E
´
||E
”
ρWi
BλapV q
Bvtd |ξt
ı
´ ιLaρtrLpξtq||2
¯
Ñ 0.
For all t ď T , bt is continuous and there exists ιL2t such that E
`||λbtpξtq ´ ιLbtrLpξtq||2˘Ñ 0 as
LÑ8,
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2. b2pKqK´γ3 “ op1q,
3. EpQδi ||2q ă 8, Ep||µi||2q ă 8, and there exists C ą 0 such that Ω0 ě CIdx.
The condition Ω0 ě CIdx holds if for instance Varpµi|Xi, Zi, ui, Viq ě CIdx for some C ą 0,
or if a similar condition holds on the conditional variance of 9ui, as is typically assumed. We now
state the result giving the asymptotic variance of the estimator and guaranteeing that Assumption
4.11 (5) holds. The boundedness of the two last matrices is added for later results on asymptotic
normality. We will write Assumption 4.11’ for Assumption 4.11 without its condition (5)
Result 4.9. Under Assumptions 2.1, 4.6, 4.11’ and 4.12, Ω´1{2 ÑnÑ8 Ω´1{20 . Moreover, ||ΛM ||,
||Λk||, ||Λbt||, ||ΛM pIpT´1q2 bΘqpHMt ´ dPMt q||, and ||ΛkpIT´1 bΘqpHkt ´ dP kt q|| are bounded.
We now know that under Assumption 4.12, Assumption 4.11 (5) holds. Thus, under Assumption
4.11’ and Assumption 4.12, Equation (36) on
?
nX pGq0 rGˆ ´ G0s holds.
4.4.4.2 Asymptotic distribution of µˆ
We now assemble the arguments of Section 4.4.2 and 4.4.4.1. Recall that if Assumption 4.8 holds,
Result 4.7 will guarantee that
?
npµˆδ ´ Epµiδiqq “ 1?n
řn
i“1 si,n ` oPp1q. We thus focus now on
showing that Assumption 4.8 does hold.
Condition (1) is a stochastic equicontinuity condition. We follow Section 4 in Chen, Lin-
ton, and Van Keilegom (2003) (CLVK thereafter) in our choice of the space H, as they es-
tablish easy-to-check conditions implying stochastic equicontinuity in some spaces. For SW a
bounded subset of Rk, we define for a function g : SW ÞÑ R, and % ą 0, the norm ||g||8,% “
|g|t%u ` max|r|“t%u supw‰w1 |B
rgpwq´Brgpw1q|
||w´w1||%´t%u . We define C
%
c pSW q to be the set of continuous func-
tions g : SW ÞÑ R such that ||g||8,% ď c. The set H%2t,c “ C%c pSξtqk2 will be the class of vec-
tor valued functions taking values in Rk2 , each component of which lies in C%c pSξtq. We recall
that the generic functions k and M are defined on the extended support SςV . Hence we define
H%M,c,c1 “ C%c pSςV qpT´1q
2 X tg : @V P SςV , λminpMgpV qq ą c1u, where MgpV q is the matrix formed by
the coefficients of gpV q, and H%k,c “ C%c pSςV qT´1. Finally, for the entire vector of infinite dimensional
parameters G, we define the set H%c,c1 “
´
ˆtďTH%2t,c
¯
ˆH%M,c,c1 ˆH%k,c and take H to be H%c,c1 .
Our choice of the norm on H, ||.||H, is justified by Condition (2). The functional X is a function
ofM, k and pbtqtďT , whereM and k are composed with pbtqtďT . These compositions imply, as was
clear in the computations, that the linearization will involve the first order partial derivatives of
M0 and k0. It also implies that the difference between X pGq and X pGq ´X pGqpG0qrG ´ G0s can be
easily controlled by, among other terms, the distance between first order partial derivatives of these
functions. A natural norm on H%c,c1 is therefore ||G||H “
řpT´1q2
j“1 |Mj´M0,j |ς1`
řT´1
j“1 |kj´k0,j |ς1`ř
tďT
řd2
j“1 ||bt,j´b0,t,j ||8 where by an abuse of notationMj is the jth component of VecpMq. This
norm is our choice of norm in the remainder of this section.
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Assumption 4.13. % ą maxpTd2, dz ` d1q{2.
Result 4.10. Defining H “ H%c,c1 and ||.||H as described, if Assumption 4.11’ (1) and (2), Assump-
tion 4.12 (3) and Assumption 4.13 hold, then Assumption 4.8 (1) and (2) hold.
We chose H and ||.||H and provided a set of conditions guaranteeing that Conditions (1) and
(2) of Assumption 4.8 hold. Condition (3) is a condition on the convergence rate of the estimators
bˆt, kˆ and Mˆ. The rate of convergence of ||bˆt,j ´ b0,t,j ||8 for all pt, jq is given by Equation (30), see
the Proof of Result 4.1. The rates of convergence of |kˆj ´ k0,j |ς1 and |Mˆj ´M0,j |ς1 are given by
Corollary 4.1. The conditions required to apply this corollary must be adapted to the extended
support, as we did for other results. Assumption 4.11’ already includes most of these conditions,
specifying an approximation rate of M0 and k0 over the extended support and defining the rates
b1, b2 and b3 as bounds on sup-norms of derivatives of P
K defined over the extended support. Only
a slight modification of Condition (3) needs to be added.
“There exists γ1 and β
L
t such that for all t ď T , supSξt ||g2tpξtq ´ βL 1t rLpξtq|| ď CL´γ1. There
exists γ2, pi
K
M,st and pi
K
k,t such that |Mς0p.qst ´ pKp.q1 piKM,st|ς1 ď CK´γ2 and |kς0p.qt ´ pKp.q1 piKk,t|ς1 ď
CK´γ2, for all 1 ď s, t ď T ´ 1”.
This modification is a stronger assumption, changing the approximation rate to be over the |.|1
norm instead of the sup norm. Assumption 4.11” is the modified version of Assumption 4.11’. We
can now state the following result.
Result 4.11. Under Assumptions 2.1, 4.6, 4.11’, 4.12 and 4.13, assuming moreover that a1pLq∆n “
opn´1{4q and b2pKqrK{n`K´2γ2 `∆2nb2pKq2s1{2 “ opn´1{4q, then
rµˆδ ´ Epµiδiqs “ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
si,n ` oPp1q.
Assumption 4.14. Er||µi ´ Epµq||4s ă `8, Er||Qδi ||4s ă 8 and Varpδiq ą 0. Also, Ep||vt||4|ξtq
and Ep|| 9u||4|X,Zq are bounded on Sξt for all t ď T and on SX,Z respectively.
We can now state the main result of this section,
Result 4.12. Under Assumptions 2.1, 4.6, 4.11”, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14, assuming moreover that
a1pLq∆n “ opn´1{4q and b2pKqrK{n`K´2γ2 `∆2nb2pKq2s1{2 “ opn´1{4q,
?
nrµˆ´ Epµ|δqs Ñd N p0,Φ´2Ξq,
where Ξ “ Ω0 ` Eppδi ´ ΦqsiqEpµ|δq1 ` Epµ|δqEppδi ´ Φqsiq1 ` pΦ´ Φ2qEpµ|δqEpµ|δq1.
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5 Monte Carlo simulations
We explore the properties of our multi-step estimator with Monte Carlo simulations when the model
is a specific case of the model studied in the asymptotic analysis, Model (26). More specifically,
the data generating process we consider is the following.
yit “ x1 1it µ1i ` x2 1it µ2i ` sinp3vitq ` uitlooooooomooooooon
“ it
, i “ 1..n, t ď T.
where the random coefficients are drawn according to
µi “ Aνi, with A “
¨˝
2 1
1 3
‚˛and ν1i „ Ur0, 1s, ν2i „ Ur0, 1s, ν1 |ù ν2,
and the specification for the covariates, instruments and time-varying disturbances are, for all
t ď T ,
x˜1it „ Ur0, 1s, z˜it „ Ur0, 1s, vit „ Ur´0.5, 0.5s, X1i |ù Zi,
x1it “ 5pµ1i q1{4 x˜1it, zit “ 5pµ2i q1{4 z˜it,
x2it “ px1it ` zitq1{2 ` vit.
In this design, the control function is ftpViq “ sinp3vitq, giving gtpViq “ sinp3vit`1q´sinp3vitq. As
for the random coefficients, the design implies that µ1 has support r0, 3s, Epµ1i q “ 1.5, Varpµ1i q “
5{12, and that µ2 has support r0, 4s, Epµ2i q “ 2 and Varpµ2i q “ 5{6. The desgin implies that the
support of x1t is r0, 6.58s and the support of x2t is r´0.5, 4.2s. The heterogeneity is quite substantial in
this design. This simulation design imposes the random coefficients and the regressors to covary. To
ensure that the condition Ep||Qi 9ui||q ă 8 holds, we imposed zit and x1it to depend multiplicatively
on µ1i and µ
2
i raised to the power 1{4, following an observation made in Graham and Powell (2012).
We show here the results of R “ 1000 simulations of two different sample sizes, n “ 1000 and
n “ 2000. Our choice of sieve approximating functions is a third order multivariate B-spline basis
for both estimation of the conditional expectation of x2 conditional on x1 and z, and estimation
of the functions Mp.q “ EpMi|Vi “ .q and kp.q “ EpMi 9yi|Vi “ .q. The conditional expectation of
x2 is used to construct the generated covariates Vˆi. Recall that gpV q “M´1pV qkpV q. For each of
the simulation draw r, an estimate gˆr of the function g is computed. We report in Figure 1 the
pointwise average of these esimates g¯pV q “ řrďR gˆrpV q{R as well as the 5th and 95th quantiles
g5pV q and g95pV q for each value of V .
For each draw r, the estimators µˆ1r and µˆ2r of the average partial effects Epµ1i q and Epµ2i q are
computed following the second step of our estimation procedure. That is, we plug in the estimator
of the function g in a sample analog of the formula (11). Figures 2 and 3 are smoothed histograms
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of the obtained estimators of these average effects. For each coefficient, we used the same scale
for different sample sizes but did not use the same scale for each coefficient. These plots are
compatible with the asymptotic normality result of Section 4.4. It is noticeable that the variance
of the estimator of Epµ2i q, which is the average partial effect of the endogenous variable, is larger
than the variance of the estimator of Epµ1i q. However, this shows that even in small samples of size
1000, the estimator for the average partial effects performs relatively well and in particular does
not seem to be biased.
As an additional exercise, we compare in Figure 4 the distribution of the estimator constructed
in this paper to two different estimators of the impact of x1 and x2. The first one is the first-
difference instrumental variable, µˆFDIV , as defined in Wooldridge (2010) Section 11.4. This esti-
mator is consistent under an homogeneity assumption. The second estimator is µˆCRC , an estimator
which is consistent under heterogeneity if there is no time-varying endogeneity. More precisely,
µˆCRC “ řni“1Qi 9yi{n: it corresponds to the second step of the estimator studied in this paper.
It is visible from the figure that because of the biases coming from either heterogeneity or time-
varying endogeneity, the true value of the average effect might not be in the confidence intervals of
estimators neglecting either of these features.
6 Empirical Example
As an empirical exercise, we apply our method to a model of labor supply with heterogenous
elasticity of intertemporal substitution (EIS). The EIS is an essential object of interest in the study
of labor supply as it quantifies how labor supply responds to variations of the wage rate over time.
More specifically, the model we consider is
lnhit “ αi ` lnωit µi ` χ1itb` it, i “ 1..n, t “ 1..T, (37)
where hit is the number of annual hours worked, ωit is the hourly wage, χit is composed of additional
demographics. The individual elasticity of intertemporal subsitution µi enters the individual utility
function, and heterogeneity in preferences may covary with ωit and χit. This justifies not restricting
the joint distribution of these random variables and taking a fixed effect approach to identification
and estimation. We allow for the log wage rate variable to be endogenous.
A version of (37) without random coefficient, i.e, where µi “ µ almost surely, is studied in Ziliak
(1997) which also focuses on estimation of the EIS. In this paper, the demographics are assumed to
satisfy the sequential exogeneity condition Epit|χisq “ 0, for all s ď t. On the other hand, the wage
variable is considered contemporaneously endogenous due to either nonlinear income taxes, omitted
variables or measurement error. The wage is therefore assumed to only satisfy Epit| lnωisq “ 0 for
all s ă t.
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We will estimate Epµiq under a different set of conditions using the data set used in Ziliak
(1997) and the identification results of Section 2. Consider a panel of periods 1 to T , preceded by
periods 0, ´1, ...,´τ . Define vit “ lnωit ´ Eplnωit|χi1, lnωi0q and Vi “ pvitqtďT . We assume that
there exists pftp.qqtďT such that
for all t ď T, Epit|Vi, lnωi0, χi1, χi0, .., χi´τ q “ ftpViq, (38)
where the normalization condition EpftpViqq “ 0 holds. Here, pχi1, χi0, .., χi´τ q corresponds to the
set of additional instruments mentioned in Section 2.4.2. By sequential exogeneity of χit, its values
in s for 2 ď s ď T cannot be in this set of instruments.For the same reason, we do not use χit as
insrument to construct the control variables vit. Instead, we use the initial values χi1 and lnωi0.
This is similar to the approach described in Section 3.3. The conditional expectation equation
(38) holds if for instance for all t, plnωis´1, χis, χis´1, .., χi´τ qsďt |ù pvis1 , is1qs1ět, a condition which
would also imply the moment conditions used in Ziliak (1997).
Defining Mi as in Section 2, we need T ě 3 for Mi not to be the null matrix with probability
1. Moreover, we use the log wage one period before the beginning of the panel as instrument to
construct the control variables. We also use values of χit drawn before period 1 as instrumental
variables to estimate b. These requirements imply that T must be greater than 4.
The dataset constructed in Ziliak (1997) is described in Section 2.1 of the paper. It is a selected
sample from the Survey Research Center subsample of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics. It is
composed of 532 men aged 22 to 55, married and working at all periods of the panel. We define
the demographics χit as number of children, age and an indicator of bad health. We use a panel
of years 1979 to 1982 where period 1 is year 1980, period T is year 1982 and τ “ 1. Note that the
sample size is not as large as is desirable in semiparametric estimation.
We start by estimating the generated covariates vit, writing
lnωit “ γ1t lnωi0 ` γ12tχGCi ` vit,
where χGCi includes χi1 and age
2
i1. We choose this linear specification with a quadratic in age
instead of a fully nonparametric one to avoid the curse of dimensionality which potentially has
a strong impact given our small sample size. We then estimate successively the vector b, the
functions gtp.q “ ft`1p.q ´ ftp.q for t ď T ´ 1, and the average partial effect Epµiq. These steps
require estimation of conditional expectation functions conditional on V . We choose the same basis
of approximating functions of V (power series) and the same number of approximating terms for
each of these functions. The exact choice of approximating functions is decided using a leave-
one-out cross-validation (CV) criterion. By design, the estimator of Epµiq depends on the inverse
of the matrix function Mp.q “ EpMi|Vi “ .q while it depends linearly on the other conditional
expectations. For that reason, we chose as a criterion function the mean square forecast error of
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the random variable Mi. The set of conditioning variables is pvi1, vi2, vi3q, hence the terms that can
be included in the sieve basis are vit raised to various powers and interactions of those (in addition
to a constant term). We report the CV values for some specifications in Table 1. Our choice will
be the power series basis of degree 2.
Terms included CV values
pvit, v2itqtďT , vi1vi2, vi2vi3 252
pvit, v2itqtďT 262
pvit, v2it, v3itqtďT 332
pvit, v2it, v3itqtďT , vi2vi3 278
pvitqtďT , vi1vi2, vi2vi3 269
pvitqtďT 264
Table 1: Cross-validation values
We follow the method developed in Section 2.4.1 to estimate the vector of coefficients b. The
set of instruments is Zχi “ pχi1, χi0, age2i1, age2i0q. Defining the differences ∆ 9lnhi and ∆ 9χi as in
Section 2.4.1, and their estimators as
{
∆ ln 9hi and y∆ 9χi, our estimator of b is
bˆ “
˜
nÿ
i“1
y∆ 9χ 1i Zi nÿ
i“1
Z 1iZi
nÿ
i“1
Z 1iy∆ 9χi
¸´1 ˜ nÿ
i“1
y∆ 9χ 1i Zi nÿ
i“1
Z 1iZi
nÿ
i“1
Z 1i
{
∆ ln 9hi
¸
,
and we obtain bˆ “ p´0.035, 0.219,´0.025q. Finally we estimate Epµiq by the two-step approach as
explained in the main body of the paper. We first estimateMp.q and kp.q “ EpMir 9lnhi´ 9χ1ibs |Vi “ .q
using a series approximation and plugging in the estimate bˆ. Using these estimators Mˆp.q and kˆp.q,
our estimate of g is gˆ “ Mˆ´1kˆ. The final step to obtain the estimate of the average partial effect,
that is, of the average elasticity of intertemporal substitution, entails computing the sample analog
of the moment equality EpQir 9lnhi ´ 9χ1ib ´ gpViqsq “ Epµiq. This gives µˆ “ 1n
řn
i“1Qir 9lnhi ´ 9χ1ibˆ ´
gˆpVˆiqs “ 0.251. We note that this value is in the range of those reported in Ziliak (1997).
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we studied a correlated random coefficient panel model and relaxed the strict exogene-
ity condition imposed in the literature to allow for time-varying endogeneity. We proved identifica-
tion of the average partial effect Epµiq. Moreover, we provided an estimator of Epµi| detp 9X 1i 9Xiq ą
δ0q, showed its asymptotic normality and computed its asymptotic variance.
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We highlight two directions for future research. First, our estimation focuses on Epµ|δq, which
depends on a constant δ0. However δ0 is arbitrarily fixed in the paper and we do not give di-
rections on how to choose a value when implementing the estimator suggested in this paper. It
would be of interest to follow Graham and Powell (2012) and study the asymptotic properties of
Epµi|detp 9X 1i 9Xiq ą δnq with δn Ñ 0. This could give a sense of an optimal choice for δn as a
function of the sample size n. Note that extending the asymptotic analysis of Graham and Powell
(2012) is nontrivial, as our estimation procedure includes an additional step with computation of
nonparametric two-step series estimators.
The identification argument required T ą dx`1. This can be quite restrictive, and long enough
panels might not be available to identify average partial effects in models with multiple covariates
with random coefficients. A second direction for future work would be to relax this condition and
obtain identification in the case T “ dx ` 1, as is done in Graham and Powell (2012).
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Appendix
A Simulation Results
Figure 1: Estimation of g, n “ 1000 (left) and n “ 2000 (right)
Plot of the true value g (red dashed line), the pointwise average g¯ (green line) and the 90
percent MC confidence bands g5 and g95 (black dotted line). These functions are evaluated at
V “ pv1, 0, 0, 0q where v1 P r´0.5, 0.5s (in this case gpV q “ ´ sinp3v1q).
Figure 2: Estimation of Epµ1i q
Distribution of µˆ1r, with true value Epµ1i q “ 1.5,
when the sample sizes are n “ 1000 (left) and n “ 2000 (right).
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Figure 3: Estimation of Epµ2i q
Distribution of µˆ2r, with true value Epµ2i q “ 2,
when the sample sizes are n “ 1000 (left) and n “ 2000 (right).
Figure 4: Comparison of estimators
For µ1 (left) with true value Epµ1i q “ 1.5, and µ2 (right) with true value Epµ2i q “ 2,
Sample size n “ 2000.
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B Proofs of Results in Section 2 and 3
Proof of Result 2.2: Consider a draw of V P SV satisfying Assumption 2.4 (1) and (2). Int
´
S 9X|V
¯
‰
H and there exists a basis e “ pe1, .., eT´1q and for each t ď T ´ 1, 9Xptq P Int
´
S 9X|V
¯
such that
p 9X|V p 9Xptq|V q ą 0, Rankp 9Xptqq “ dx and 9Xptq 1et “ 0.
S 9X|V is a subset of RpT´1qˆdx , the continuity arguments will therefore be in RpT´1qˆdx . Fix
t ď T ´ 1. 9Xptq is of full column rank kx, which implies that detp 9Xptq1 9Xptqq ‰ 0. The determinant
function being continuous, as well as the density p 9X|V p.|V q, this implies that there exists an open
ball Bt Ă Int
´
S 9X|V
¯
such that (1) 9Xptq P Bt, (2) @ 9X P Bt, p 9X|V p 9X|V q ą 0, and (3) @ 9X P
Bt, Rankp 9Xq “ kx.
Take c P RT´1 such that MpV qc “ 0. Then we know by the argument given in Section 2.3.1
that MpXq c “ 0, P 9X|V -a.s . Since the density p 9X|V p.|V q is strictly positive on Bt, MpXq c “ 0
for all 9X in Bt except on a set of measure 0. Additionally, since for all 9X in Bt 9X is of full rank,
then MpXq c is a continuous function of 9X. Those two facts imply that MpXq c is uniformly 0 on
Bt, and in particular, MpXptqq c “ 0. Moreover 9Xptq 1et “ 0 implies MpXptqqet “ MpXptqq1et “ et.
Thus,
@t ď T ´ 1, MpXptqq c “ 0 ñ @t ď T ´ 1, e 1tMpXptqq c “ 0,
ñ @t ď T ´ 1, e 1t c “ ct “ 0,
ñ c “ 0.
Hence MpV q is invertible and this holds almost surely in V .
Proof of Result 2.3: We write 9xit “ 9bpzi t`1, zitq` 9vit and in vector form 9Xi “ 9BpZiq` 9Vi, where 9Xi
is a column vector of size T ´ 1 We define for a draw of V and for the corresponding ZV defined in
Condition (2) of Assumption 2.5, the variable 9XV “ 9BpZV q` 9V . Wlog we can assume that 9XV ‰ 0
since dbtpzVit q{dzt ‰ 0. We also define an open ball B around 9XV such that for all 9X P B, 9X ‰ 0 and
p 9X|V p 9X|V q ą 0. The function Mp.q which maps X to the orthogonal projection matrix projecting
onto the space orthogonal to the columns of 9X, is continuous on B by the same argument as in the
proof of Result 2.2. Take c such that MpV qc “ 0. As in this proof, we then have ||MpXqc|| “ 0
for all X such that 9X P B.
For this same draw of V and the corresponding ZV , there exists t ď T´1 such that dbtpz¯itq{dzt ‰
0. For a given δ ą 0, define ZVδ “ pzVi1, .., zVit´1, zVit ` δ, zVit`1, .., zViT q1 and 9XVδ “ 9BpZVδ q`V . For δ
small enough, 9XVδ P B. Note that 9XVδ are column vectors. All components of 9XVδ are the same as
those of 9XV but two. If T ě 4, one can deduce directly that there exists δ such that 9XVδ and 9XV
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are not collinear and 9XVδ ‰ 0. If T “ 3 and δ small enough, one can show that 9XVδ and 9XV can
be collinear only if 9xVi1 “ 9xVi2. Since B is an open ball, one can change 9XV P B to ensure 9xVi1 ‰ 9xVi2.
We now have 9XVδ and 9X
V two noncollinear vectors of B. However Mp 9XV qc “ 0 implies that
c and 9XV are collinear, and Mp 9XVδ qc “ 0 also implies that c and 9XVδ are collinear, which would
imply, if c ‰ 0, that 9X and 9¯X are collinear. Therefore c must be 0. This implies that MpV q is
nonsingular.
Proof of Result 2.4: The proof of invertibility of MpV q under Assumption 2.6 follows the same
steps as the proof of Result 2.2, using additionally continuity of the functions plkqs`1ďkďdx .
Proof of Result 2.5: The proof of this result follows as in the proof of Result 2.2, without the
continuity arguments.
Proof of Result 3.2: Under Assumption 3.2, for a given value V¯ , if MpV¯ q is not invertible, there
exist two nonzero draws of x1, x1 and x1, with positive density in the continuously distributed
case, or probability in the discretely distributed case, such that x1C1 ` C2pV¯ q and x1C1 ` C2pV¯ q
are proportional. Thus MpV¯ q not invertible implies V¯ P D. The function g is then identified over
SV zD. However, g is continuous and the support of V is dense in RT´1, which allows us to identify
g over SV . Since g is identified, the second identification step described in Section 2 allows for
identification of Epµiq and Epαiq.
C Proofs of Results in Section 4
C.1 Proof of Consistency of µˆ
In what follows, T will denote the triangular inequality, M the Markov inequality, CS indicates the
use of the Cauchy Schwarz inequality, LLN the weak law of large numbers, C a generic constant
(whose value can change from one line to another), and we follow Imbens and Newey (2009) in
denoting with CM (for Conditional Markov) the result that if E
`|an| ˇˇbn˘ “ OPprnq then |an| “
OPprnq. For a sequence pcnqnPN P RN, the notation cn Ñ 0 should be understood as cn ÑnÑ8 0.
Proof of Result 4.1. Under Assumption 4.1, using Theorem 1 of Newey (1997) and Lemma A1 of
Newey, Powell, and Vella (1999) (see e.g Equations A.3 and A.5), we have @ t ď T , 1n
řn
i“1 || vit ´
v˜it ||2 “ OPp∆2nq, as well as maxi || vit ´ v˜it || “ OPpa1pLq∆nq, where ∆n “
a
L{n` L´γ1 , and
sup
Sξt
||bt ´ bˆt|| “ OPpa1pLq∆nq (39)
Define V˜i “ pv˜i1, ..., v˜iT q. Since ||Vˆi ´ Vi|| ď ||V˜i ´ Vi||, the result applies.
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Proof of Result 4.2. Define a1pLq “ Lα1`1. Under these conditions, Lemma S.3 of Imbens and
Newey (2009) can be modified using Andrews (1991) (Equations 3.14 or A.40) to account for the fact
that ξt is not scalar. One obtains that since r
L is a the power series basis of functions, there exists a
nonsingular LˆL matrix Γ˜ξt such that for r˜Lpξtq “ Γ˜ξtrLpξtq then Epr˜Lpξtqr˜Lpξtq1q “ IL, implying
that Assumption 4.1 (2) holds. One also obtain supSξ ||r˜Lpξq|| ď a1pLq with a1pLq “ CLα`1 as is
required in Assumption 4.1 (4). Thus, Assumption 4.1 is satisfied and Result 4.1 applies.
Proof of Result 4.3. Instead of applying the general results of Section 5.2 of the Online Appendix
of Hahn, Liao, and Ridder (2018), we directly extend the proof of Theorem 12 of Imbens and
Newey (2009) (IN09 thereafter) because it uses lower level conditions similar to the ones we seek
to impose. We adapt some of their claims to our model where EpeWi |X1i , X2i , Ziq ‰ 0.
Define P “ pp1, .. , pnq, Q “ PP 1{n, Qˆ “ Pˆ Pˆ 1{n, ρWi “ ρW pX1i , X2i , Ziq, as well as the vectors
eW “ peW1 , .. , eWn q1, ~ρW “ pρW1 , .. , ρWn q1 and eW˚ “ peW˚1 , .. , eW˚n q1. Note that eW “ ~ρW ` eW˚.
Because the series estimator is unchanged by a linear transformation of the basis of functions,
we can assume that pipViq “ PKpViq. As argued in Newey (1997), we can assume without loss
of generality that under Assumption 4.3 EppKi pK1i q “ IK . By construction, Vˆi P SV , and under
Assumption 4.1, (29) holds. Therefore, as in Lemma S.5 of Imbens and Newey (2009), we have
||Q´ IK || “ OPpb1pKq
a
K{nq, (40)
||P 1eW {n|| “ OPp
a
K{nq, (41)
||Pˆ ´ P ||2{n “ OPpb2pKq2∆2nq, (42)
||Qˆ´Q|| “ OPpb2pKq2∆2n `
?
Kb2pKq∆nq. (43)
Hence by Assumption 4.3 (5), ||Qˆ´IK || “ oPp1q and as in Lemma S.6 of Imbens and Newey (2009),
with probability going to 1, λminpQˆq ě C and λminpQq ě C.
We now show how the rate of convergence is impacted by the conditional mean dependence of
eW on pX,Zq by deriving the rate of ||pˆiW ´piKW ||, where we recall pˆiW “ Qˆ´1PˆW . We define HW “
phW pV1q, .. , hW pVnqq1, HˆW “ phW pVˆ1q, .. , hW pVˆnqq1, p˜iW “ Qˆ´1Pˆ HˆW {n, p¯iW “ Qˆ´1PˆHW {n. We
decompose
||pˆiW ´ piKW || ď ||pˆiW ´ p¯iW ||loooooomoooooon
pAq
` ||p¯iW ´ p˜iW ||loooooomoooooon
pBq
` ||p˜iW ´ piKW ||loooooomoooooon
pCq
.
The first term can in turn be decomposed as
pAq “ Qˆ´1Pˆ r~ρW {n ` eW˚{ns.
Since pXi, Zi, eW˚i q are i.i.d, we have EpeW˚i |X1, Z1, .. , Xn, Znq “ 0, EppeW˚i q2|X1, Z1, .. , Xn, Znq “
EppeW˚i q2|Xi, Ziq ď C, and EpeW˚i eW˚j |X1, Z1, .. , Xn, Znq “ 0. This gives
Ep||Qˆ1{2 Qˆ´1Pˆ eW˚{n||2|X1, Z1, .. , Xn, Znq “ trpQˆ´1{2Pˆ EpeW˚eW˚ 1|X1, Z1, .. , Xn, Znq Pˆ 1Qˆ´1{2q{n2,
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ď C trpPˆ 1pPˆ Pˆ 1q´1Pˆ q{n ď CK{n.
This implies by M that Qˆ1{2 Qˆ´1Pˆ eW˚{n “ OPp
a
K{nq, and by λminpQˆq ě C w.p. a 1, that
Qˆ´1Pˆ eW˚{n “ OPp
a
K{nq.
This rate is the same as Lemma S.7 (i) of IN09 since eW˚ is by definition conditionally mean-
independent of the regressors generating V . As for the second term appearing in pAq, we write
Qˆ´1Pˆ ~ρW {n “ Qˆ´1P~ρW {n` Qˆ´1pP ´ Pˆ q~ρW {n.
Since EpρWi |Viq “ 0 and pρWi , Viq is i.i.d, we know that as in (41), ||P~ρW {n||2 “ OPpK{nq. Therefore,
by λminpQq ě C w.p. a 1, ||Qˆ´1P~ρW {n|| “ OPp
a
K{nq.
Moreover, pP ´ Pˆ qρW {n “ 1n
řn
i“1ppKi ´ pˆKi qρWi and
1
n
||
nÿ
i“1
ppˆKi ´ pKi qρWi || ď 1n
nÿ
i“1
||ppˆKi ´ pKi qρWi || ď C
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
||ppˆKi ´ pKi q||2
¸1{2 ˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
|ρWi |2
¸1{2
,
ď Cb2pKq
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
||pVˆi ´ Viq||2
¸1{2
||ρ||8 “ OPpb2pKq∆nq.
This implies by λminpQˆq ě C w.p. a 1 that Qˆ´1pP ´ Pˆ q~ρW {n “ OPpb2pKq∆nq. This gives a
convergence rate for pAq, ||pˆiW ´ p¯iW ||2 “ OPpK{n`K{n` b2pKq2∆2nq “ OPpK{n` b2pKq2∆2nq.
By Lemma S.7 (ii) and (iii) of IN09, pBq “ OPp∆nq since hW p.q is Lipschitz, and pCq “
OPpK´γ2q using Assumption 4.3 (4). This implies that
||pˆiW ´ piKW ||2 “ OPpK{n` b2pKq2∆2n `∆2n `K´2γ2q “ OPpK{n`K´2γ2 ` b2pKq2∆2nq,
which differs from the rate pK{n ` K´2γ2 ` ∆2nq obtained in IN09. The structure of the proof
showed that the extra term b2pKq∆n comes from the correlation between eW and Pˆ ´ P , which is
nonzero because Pˆ is constructed using the estimated Vˆ which themselves depend on the covariates
pX1, X2, Zq. Deriving a rate of convergence required linearizing the term Pˆ ´ P .
We can now conclude thatż ˇˇˇ
hˆW pV q ´ hW pV q
ˇˇˇ2
dFV pV q ď
ż ˇˇˇ
hˆW pV q ´ pKpV q1piKW
ˇˇˇ2
dFV pV q `
ż ˇˇ
pKpV q1piKW ´ hW pV q
ˇˇ2
dFV pV q
ď ppˆiW ´ piKW q1 r
ż
pKpV qpKpV q1dFV pV qs ppˆiW ´ piKW q ` CK´2γ2
“ OPpK{n`K´2γ2 `∆2nb2pKq2q,
where the last line holds by the normalization EpQq “ IK . Moreover,
sup
V PSV
|hˆW pV q ´ hW pV q| ď sup
V PSV
ˇˇˇ
hˆW pV q ´ pKpV q1 piKW
ˇˇˇ
`OPpK´γ2q
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ď OP
´
b1pKqpK{n`K´2γ2 `∆2nb2pKq2q1{2
¯
.
Proof of Result 4.4. As in the proof of Result 4.2, define b1pKq “ Kα2`1 and b2pKq “ Kα2`3.
Then Assumption 4.4 (5) implies Assumption 4.3 (5), and together with Assumption 4.4 (3), implies
Assumption 4.3 (3).
To prove Result 4.5, we will need the two following Lemmas.
Lemma C.1. Under Assumption 4.6, the function V P SV ÞÑ λminpMpV qq is continuous.
Proof of Lemma C.1. For all V , MpV q is symmetric. Using the Weilandt and Hoffman inequality
(see e.g Corollary 6.3.8 p408 in Horn and Johnson (2012)), for two values V and V 1,
T´1ÿ
i“1
ˇˇ
λipMpV qq ´ λipMpV 1qq
ˇˇ2 ď ||MpV q ´MpV 1q||2F ,
where we index the eigenvalues pλiqT´1i“1 by increasing order. This impliesˇˇ
λminpMpV qq ´ λminpMpV 1qq
ˇˇ ď ||MpV q ´MpV 1q||1{2F . (44)
SinceMp.q is a continuous function, this concludes the argument. Note that the Lipschitz inequality
(44) will be used in the proof for the convergence rates.
Lemma C.2. Under Assumption 4.6, there exists c ą 0, such that for all V P SV , λminpMpV qq ě c.
Proof of Lemma C.2. Under Assumption 4.6, MpV q is nonsingular for all V P SV . This implies
that for all V P SV , λminpMpV qq ą 0. Since SV is a compact set and the function V ÞÑ λminpMpV qq
is continuous by Lemma C.1, it has a minimum and reaches it. This minimum value cannot be 0,
hence D c ą 0, @V P SV , λminpMpV qq ě c.
Proof of Result 4.5. Under Assumptions 4.2 and 4.4, writing Γ2n and γn respectively the mean
square and sup norm rates of convergence, we haveż ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
kˆpV q ´ kpV q
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2
dF pV q “ OPpΓ2nq, sup
V PSV
||kˆpV q ´ kpV q|| “ OP pγnq ,ż ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
MˆpV q ´MpV q
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2
F
dF pV q “ OPpΓ2nq, sup
V PSV
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
MˆpV q ´MpV q
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
F
“ OP pγnq ,
since the Frobenius norm and the Euclidean norm are square roots of the sum of squared elements,
and this rate was obtained for each element of MpV q and kpV q.
We write 1n “ 1
´
minV PSV λminpMˆpV qq ą c2
¯
. Using (44), we have
λminpMˆpV qq ą λminpMpV qq ´
ˇˇˇˇ ||MˆpV q ´MpV q||F ˇˇˇˇ8,
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ñ min
V PSV
λminpMˆpV qq ą c´
ˇˇˇˇ ||MˆpV q ´MpV q||F ˇˇˇˇ8,
where the last implication uses Lemma C.2. Hence 1n ě 1
´ˇˇˇˇ ||MˆpV q ´MpV q||F ˇˇˇˇ8 ď c{2¯. By
Assumptions 4.2 and 4.4, γn Ñ 0 which implies 1n “ 1 w.p. a 1.
To obtain the sup norm rate, we write
@V P SV , gpV q ´ gˆpV q “ MpV q´1 kpV q ´ MˆpV q´1kˆpV q
“ MpV q´1
”
MˆpV q ´MpV q
ı
MˆpV q´1 kpV q ` MˆpV q´1
”
kpV q ´ kˆpV q
ı
.
Using T, the norm inequality and definition of induced norm, this gives
1n||gˆpV q ´ gpV q||8 ď 1n 1
c
ˇˇˇˇ ||MˆpV q ´MpV q||F ˇˇˇˇ8 2c ||k||8 ` 1n 2c ||k ´ kˆ||8.
This implies that ||gˆpV q ´ gpV q||8 “ OPpγnq. To obtain the mean square error rate, we write
1n
ż
||gˆpV q ´ gpV q||2dF pV q
“ 1n
ż ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
MpV q´1
”
MˆpV q ´MpV q
ı
MˆpV q´1 kpV q ` MˆpV q´1
”
kpV q ´ kˆpV q
ıˇˇˇˇˇˇ2
dF pV q
ď 1n 1
c
2
c
||k||8
ż ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
MˆpV q ´MpV q
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2
F
dF pV q ` 1n 2
c
ż ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
kˆpV q ´ kpV q
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2
dF pV q,
which implies
ş ||gˆpV q ´ gpV q||2 dF pV q “ OPpΓ2nq.
Proof of Result 4.6. To prove consistency, we need to show that 1n
řn
i“1Qδi gˆpVˆiq ÑP EpQgpV qδq.
Indeed then by the LLN, we have 1n
řn
i“1 δi ÑP Ppdetp 9X 1i 9Xiq ą δq, and by Assumption 4.7 and the
LLN, 1n
řn
i“1Qδi 9yi ÑP EpQ 9y δq also holds. Then consistency would follow from Equation (12).
To obtain 1n
řn
i“1Qδi gˆpVˆiq ÑP EpQgpV qδq, we decompose
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Qδi gˆpVˆiq ´ EpQgpV qδq “ 1n
nÿ
i“1
Qδi rgˆpVˆiq ´ gpViqs ` 1n
nÿ
i“1
Qδi gpViq ´ EpQgpV qδq
:“ An ` Bn.
We have
||An|| “
ˇˇˇˇ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Qδi r gˆpVˆiq ´ gpVˆiq s ` 1n
nÿ
i“1
Qδi r gpVˆiq ´ gpViq s
ˇˇˇˇ
ď ||gˆ ´ g||8 1
n
nÿ
i“1
||Qδi || ` C max
i
||Vˆi ´ Vi|| 1
n
nÿ
i“1
||Qδi ||2
“ OPpγn ` a1pLq∆nq 1
n
nÿ
i“1
||Qδi ||2,
where the first term in the inequality follows from Vˆi P SV by design, and the second sum term
follows from g being continuously differentiable on a compact set, hence Lipschitz continuous on
this set. The last equality follows from Equation (30) and Result (4.5). We assumed γn Ñ 0 and
a1pLq∆n Ñ 0 as n goes to infinity, thus we obtain ||An|| “ oPp1q.
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C.2 Proof of Asymptotic Normality of µˆ
We first introduce some more notations. We define ~bt “ pb1t, ..., bntq “ pbtpξ1tq, ..., btpξntqq, ~vt “
pv1t, .., vntq, ~V “ pV1, .. , Vnq, ~x “ pX1, .. , Xnq and similarly ~z. For the results in Section 4.4.3, we
also define the vector ~hWς “ phWς pV1q, .. , hWς pVnqq “ phW pV1q, .. , hW pVnqq since Vi P SV @i ď n,
and the vector
~ˆ
hWς “ phWς pVˆ1q, .. , hWς pVˆnqq.
Proof of Result 4.7. This proof is a special case of Theorem 2 in Chen, Linton, and Van Keile-
gom (2003). By Assumption 4.8 (3), there exists δn “ op1q such that Pp||Gˆ ´ G0|| ą δnq Ñ 0.
Take 1n “ 1p||Gˆ ´ G0|| ď δnq. 1n||XnpGˆq ´ XnpG0q ´ X pGqpG0qrGˆ ´ G0s|| ď 1n||XnpGˆq ´ X pGq ´
XnpG0q||`1n||X pGq´X pGqpG0qrGˆ´G0s|| “ oPpn´1{2q by Assumption 4.8. Hence ||XnpGˆq´XnpG0q´
X pGqpG0qrGˆ ´ G0s|| “ oPpn´1{2q.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. As argued in the proof of Result 4.3, under Assumption 4.9 (5), we can impose
without loss of generality the normalization Eppip1iq “ IK and Eprir1iq “ IL.
We define ∆BP “ b2pKq
a
L{n, ∆Q “ b2pKq2∆2n`
?
Kb2pKq∆n`b1pKq
a
K{n, ∆Q1 “ a1pLq
a
L{n
and ∆H “ b2pKq∆n
?
L ` a1pLq
a
K{n. Recall that ∆2n “ L{n ` L´2γ1 and note that b1pKq ď
b2pKq ď b3pKq Under Assumption 4.9 (7), ?nK´γ2 “ op1q and
?
K∆Q “ Op
?
Kr?Kb2pKq∆n ` b1pKq
a
K{nsq “ OpKb2pKqr
a
L{n` L´γ1sq “ op1q,
∆BP
?
L “ b2pKqL{?n “ op1q, b2pKq∆Q1
?
L “ b2pKqa1pLqL{?n “ op1q,
b2pKq∆n “ op1q,
?
L∆H “ Opb2pKqLp
a
L{n` L´γ1q ` a1pLq
a
KL{nq “ op1q,
∆Qb2pKq “ O
´
b2pKq2
?
KrL´γ1 `aL{ns ` b2pKq2aK{n¯ “ op1q,
?
nb3pKq∆2n “ b3pKqrL{
?
n`?nL´2γ1s “ op1q.
These results imply in particular that ∆BP “ op1q, ∆Q “ op1q, ∆Q1 “ op1q and ∆H “ op1q. All
these rates will be used in the steps of the proof.
We define for all t ď T , Q1t “ RtR1t{n. As in the proof of Result 4.3, we obtain ||Q1t ´ IL|| “
OPp∆Q1q “ oPp1q, t ď T , and ||Qˆ ´ IK || “ OPp∆Qq “ oPp1q. This implies, as argued in NPV99,
that the eigenvalues of Qˆ are bounded away from 0 w. p. a 1, therefore ||BQˆ´1|| ď ||B||OPp1q and
||BQˆ´1{2|| ď ||B||OPp1q for any matrix B. Using
||HWt ´HWt || ď|| 1n
nÿ
i“1
ppˆi ´ piqpBhWς pViq{Bvt b r1itq||
` || 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pi pBhW pViq{Bvt b r1itq ´ Erpi pBhW pViq{Bvt b r1itqs||,
with
|| 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ppˆi ´ piqpBhWς pViq{Bvt b r1itq|| ď b2pKq∆n sup
SςV
||BhWς || trpRtR1tq1{2{
?
n “ OPpb2pKq∆n
?
Lq,
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and
Ep|| 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pi pBhW pViq{Bvt b r1itq ´ Erpi pBhW pViq{Bvt b r1itqs||2q
ď E
«
tr
˜
1
n2
nÿ
i“1
pi pBhW pViq{Bvt b r1itq pBhW pViq{Bvt b r1itq1p1i
¸ff
ď C 1
n
Eptrppir1irip1iqq ď Ca1pLq2K{n,
we obtain ||HWt ´HWt || “ OPp∆Hq. Thus by Assumption 4.9 (7), ||HWt ´HWt || “ oPp1q. Moreover,
since ρW p.q is a bounded function and Epr1itritq “ EptrpILqq “ L, we have for all t ď T ,
Ep||dPWt ´ dPWt ||2q ď Cn2
nÿ
i“1
E
«
tr
˜
BpKpViq
Bvt
ˆBpKpViq
Bvt
˙1
r1itrit
¸ff
ď Cb2pKq2L{n,
which implies by M that ||dPWt ´ dPWt || “ OPp∆BP q “ oPp1q.
Since ap.q is linear, aphˆW q “ ApˆiW . Using Assumption 4.9 (2),
||appKp.q1 piKW q ´ aphW p.qq|| ď C supSV
||pKp.q1 piKW ´ hW p.q|| ď C sup
SςV
||pKp.q1 piKW ´ hWς p.q|| ď CK´γ2 ,
which implies using Assumptions 4.9 (7) that
?
nraphˆW q ´ aphW qs “ ?nArpˆiW ´ piKW s ` oPp1q,
“ AQˆ´1Pˆ pW ´ Pˆ 1piKW q{
?
n ` oPp1q.
Since
||AQˆ´1Pˆ p~ˆhWς ´ Pˆ 1piKW q|| ď ||AQˆ´1Pˆ ||||~ˆhWς ´ Pˆ 1piKW || ď
?
n||AQˆ´1{2|| ?n sup
SςV
||pKp.q1 piKW ´ hW p.q||,
then AQˆ´1Pˆ phˆWς ´ Pˆ 1piKW q{
?
n “ oPp1q by ||A|| bounded. Therefore we obtain as in NPV99,
?
npaphˆW q ´ aphW qq “ AQˆ´1Pˆ eW {?nloooooooomoooooooon
(B)
` AQˆ´1Pˆ p~hWς ´ ~ˆhWς q{
?
nloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
(C)
` oPp1q. (45)
We first focus on the term (B), which we decompose
(B) “ AP 1eW {?n ` ApQˆ´1 ´ IqPeW {?nloooooooooooomoooooooooooon
pB1q
` AQˆ´1pPˆ ´ P qeW˚{?nlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
pB2q
` AQˆ´1pPˆ ´ P q~ρW {?nlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
pB3q
.
Since
Ep||PeW {?n||2q “ trrEpPeW peW q1P 1qs{n “ trrEpEpeW peW q1|~V qP 1P qs{n ď C trrIks “ OpKq
by Assumption 4.9 (8), by M we have ||PeW {?n|| “ OPpK1{2q. Therefore,
||pB1q|| ď ||AQˆ´1|| ||IK ´ Qˆ|| ||PeW {?n|| “ ||A||OPp1q ||IK ´ Qˆ|| ||PeW {?n|| “ OPp∆QK1{2q
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ñ pB1q “ oPp1q,
under Assumption 4.9 (8). We now look at the extra terms (B2) and (B3), where we decomposed
eW as ρW ` eW˚ since eW itself is not conditionally mean independent of pPˆ ´ P q, while eW˚ is.
Indeed, since EpeW˚|~x, ~zq “ 0,
Ep||pPˆ ´ P qeW˚{?n||2|~x, ~zq “ 1{n trrEppPˆ ´ P qeW˚peW˚q1pPˆ ´ P q1|~x, ~zqs
“ 1{n trrpPˆ ´ P qEpeW˚peW˚q1|~x, ~z q pPˆ ´ P q1s ď C{n||Pˆ ´ P ||2.
By the proof of Result 4.3, ||Pˆ´P ||2{n “ OPpb2pKq2∆2nq (the difference is that now b2pKq is defined
as the sup rate over the extended support SςV ) hence by CM, ||pPˆ ´ P qeW˚{
?
n|| “ OPpb2pKq∆nq.
||AQˆ´1pPˆ ´ P qeW˚{?n|| ď ||AQˆ´1|| ||pPˆ ´ P qeW˚|| {?n “ ||A||OPp1q||pPˆ ´ P qeW˚||{?n
ñ pB2q “ OPpb2pKq∆nq “ oPp1q.
We now focus on (B3). We have pPˆ ´ P q~ρW {?n “ 1{?nřni“1ppˆKi ´ pKi qρWi and a second order
Taylor expansion gives
||ppˆKi ´ pKi q ´ Bp
KpτpViqq
BV
BτpViq
BV pV˜i ´ Viq|| ď Cb3pKq||V˜i ´ Vi||
2,
which can be rewritten as ||ppˆKi ´ pKi q ´ Bp
KpViq
Bv pV˜i ´ Viq|| ď Cb3pKq||V˜i ´ Vi||2, since Vi P SV and
we chose τ so that its Jacobian matrix is the identity matrix on SV . Hence
||AQˆ´1 1?
n
rpPˆ ´ P q~ρW ´
nÿ
i“1
BpKpViq
BV pV˜i ´ Viqρ
W
i s || ď COPp1qb3pKq
nÿ
i“1
||V˜i ´ Vi||2{?n
“ OPp?nb3pKq∆2nq “ oPp1q,
by Assumption 4.9 (7). Therefore pB3q “ AQˆ´1 řni“1 BpKpViqBV pV˜i ´ ViqρWi {?n ` oPp1q. We can
decompose
p´1qpv˜it ´ vitq “ βˆ1t rit ´ bit “ pQ´11t RtrX2 1t ´R1tβLt s{nq1rit ` βL 1t rit ´ bit,
“ rpQ´11t Rt~v 1t {nq1rits ` rpQ´11t Rtr~b 1t ´R1tβLt s{nq1rits ` rβL 1t rit ´ bits,
and then apply this decomposition to pB.3q, pB.3q “ ´rpB3.1q ` pB3.2q ` pB3.3qs ` oPp1q, where
pB3.1q “
Tÿ
t“1
AQˆ´1
nÿ
i“1
ρWi
BpKpViq
Bvt
”
Q´11t Rtr~b 1t ´R1tβLt s{n
ı1
rit{?n
pB3.2q “
Tÿ
t“1
AQˆ´1
nÿ
i“1
ρWi
BpKpViq
Bvt rβ
L 1
t rit ´ bits{
?
n
pB3.3q “
Tÿ
t“1
AQˆ´1
nÿ
i“1
ρWi
BpKpViq
Bvt
“
Q´11t Rt~v
1
t{n
‰1
rit{?n
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The first term in this expression of pB.3q can be rewritten
pB3.1q “
Tÿ
t“1
AQˆ´1
nÿ
i“1
ρWi
BpKpViq
Bvt
”
Q´11t Rtr~b 1t ´R1tβLt s{n
ı1
rit{?n
“
Tÿ
t“1
AQˆ´1 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ρWi
ˆBpKpViq
Bvt b r
1
it
˙
VecpQ´11t Rtr~b 1t ´R1tβLt sq{
?
n
“
Tÿ
t“1
AQˆ´1dPWt pId2 bQ´11t RtqVecp~b 1t ´R1tβLt q{
?
n,
(see e.g p282 Abadir and Magnus (2005)) where ||Vecp~b 1t´R1tβLt q|| ď
?
n supSξt ||btp.q´βL 1t rLp.q|| ď?
nL´γ1 . Defining, for d ď d2, the matrix dPWtd “ 1n
řn
i“1 ρWi
BpKpViq
Bvtd r
1
it where vtd is the d
th compo-
nent of vt, then dP
W
t “ pdPWt1 , .. ,dPWtd2q, and we can write
||AQˆ´1dPWt pId2 bQ´11t Rtq||2 “
d2ÿ
d“1
||AQˆ´1dPWtdQ´11t Rtq||2
“
d2ÿ
d“1
trpAQˆ´1dPWtdQ´11t RtR1tQ´11t dPW 1td Qˆ´1A1q “ n
d2ÿ
d“1
trpAQˆ´1dPWtdQ´11t dPW 1td Qˆ´1A1q,
and dPWtdQ
´1
1t dP
W 1
td “
´
1
n
řn
i“1 ρWi
BpKpViq
Bvtd r
1
it
¯ `
1
n
řn
i“1 ritr1it
˘´1 ´ 1
n
řn
i“1 ρWi
BpKpViq
Bvtd r
1
it
¯1
.
By R1tpRtR1tq´1Rt being an orthogonal projection matrix,
dPWtdQ
´1
t dP
W 1
td ď 1n
nÿ
i“1
pρWi q2 Bp
KpViq
Bvtd
ˆBpKpViq
Bvtd
˙1
,
implying ||dPWtdQ´1{2t || ď b2pKq and
trpAQˆ´1dPWtdQ´1t dPW 1td Qˆ´1A1q ď 1n
nÿ
i“1
pρWi q2 trpAQˆ´1 Bp
KpViq
Bvtd
ˆBpKpViq
Bvtd
˙1
Qˆ´1A1q
ď 1
n
||AQˆ´1||2
nÿ
i“1
pρWi q2||Bp
KpViq
Bvtd ||
2 “ OPp1q b2pKq2,
since ρW p.q is bounded. Hence ||AQˆ´1dPWt pId2 b Q´11t Rtq||2 “ OPpnb2pKq2q and we obtain by
Assumption 4.9 (7),
||pB3.1q|| “ OPp?nb2pKq?nL´γ1{?nq “ OPpb2pKq?nL´γ1q “ oPp1q.
Focusing now on the second term in the expression of pB3q,
||pB3.2q|| “ ˇˇˇˇ Tÿ
t“1
AQˆ´1
nÿ
i“1
ρWi
BpKpViq
Bvt rβ
L 1
t rit ´ bits
ˇˇˇˇ{?n ď ||AQˆ´1||nb2pKqCL´γ1{?n
“ OPp1qb2pKq?nL´γ1 “ oPp1q,
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again by Assumption 4.9 (7). This implies that pB3q “ ´pB3.3q ` oPp1q, with
pB3.3q “
Tÿ
t“1
AQˆ´1dPWt pId2 bQ´11t qVecpRt~v1tq{
?
n.
First, by Ep||vit||2|ξit “ ξtq bounded, ||Rt~v1t{
?
n|| “ OPp
?
Lq, which gives
||
Tÿ
t“1
AQˆ´1dPWt rId2 bQ´11t ´ Id2LsVecpRt~v1tq{
?
n||,
ď ||AQˆ´1||
Tÿ
t“1
||dPWt pId2 bQ´1{21t q|| ||Id2 bQ´1{21t || ||Id2 b pIL ´Q1tq|| ||Rt~v1t{
?
n||,
ď OPp1qCb2pKqOPp1q∆Q1
?
L “ OPpb2pKq∆Q1
?
Lq “ oPp1q,
by Assumption 4.9 (7). Similarly
||
Tÿ
t“1
AQˆ´1pdPWt ´ dPWt qVecpRt~v1tq{
?
n|| ď C||AQˆ´1|| ||dPWt ´ dPWt || ||Rt~v1t{
?
n||
“ OPp∆BP
?
Lq “ oPp1q.
Finally, we write dPWtd “ E
`
ρWi BpKpViq{Bvtd r1it
˘
, as well as vitd the d
th component of vit and
~vtd “ pv1td, .., vntdq1. Then
Ep||dPWtd Rt~v1td{
?
n||2q “ tr `dPWtd E `RtEp~vtd~v1td|~x1, ~zqR1t˘ dPW 1td ˘ {n ď C tr `dPWtd E `RtR1t˘ dPW 1td ˘ {n
ď C ||dPWtd dPW 1td || “ CE
`
ρWi BpKpViq{Bvtd r1it
˘
Epritr1itq´1E
`
ρWi ritBpKpViq1{Bvtd
˘
ď CEppρWi q2BpKpViq{BvtdpBpKpViq{Bvtdq1q ď Cb2pKq2,
where the second to last inequality follows from taking the orthogonal projection matrix argument
to the limit.This implies that ||dPWtd Rt~v1td{
?
n|| “ OPpb2pKqq, and
||
Tÿ
t“1
ApQˆ´1 ´ Id2qdPWt VecpRt~v1tq{
?
n|| ď
Tÿ
t“1
d2ÿ
d“1
||AQˆ´1pId2 ´ QˆqdPWtd Rt~v1tdq{
?
n||
ď ||AQˆ´1||OPp∆QqOPpb2pKqq “ OPp∆Qb2pKqq “ oPp1q,
by Assumption 4.9 (7). We can now write
pB3.3q “ 1?
n
A
Tÿ
t“1
dPWt VecpRt~v 1t q ` oPp1q “ 1?n
nÿ
i“1
A
Tÿ
t“1
dPWt vit b rit ` oPp1q,
where the term appearing in the sum over n, were the weight matrices not normalized, would
become
ř
tďT AEppip1iq´1dPWt pId2 b Epritr1itq´1q vit b rit. Adding all terms appearing in pBq, one
obtains,
(B) “ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
A
«
pie
W
i ´
Tÿ
t“1
dPWt pvit b ritq
ff
` oPp1q.
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The remaining term in the expression of
?
npaphˆW q ´ aphW qq is pCq “ AQˆ´1Pˆ p~hWς ´ ~ˆhWς q{
?
n.
This term is similar to the second term in equation pA.16q of NPV99, p598, where the regression
function is becomes hWς . Since v ÞÑ hWς pτpvqq is by composition twice continuously differentiable
and has bounded second order derivative on the extended support, one obtains using NPV99
(C) “ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
A
Tÿ
t“1
HWt pvit b ritq ` oPp1q,
adapting to the fact that hWς is here function of T generated covariates instead of one and using?
nL´γ1 ,
?
nb1pKq∆2n,
?
L∆Q1,
?
K∆Q and
?
L∆H converge to zero as n goes to infinity. Note
that, absent the normalization of the weight matrices, the term summed over n in the previous
equation would become AEppip1iq´1
řT
t“1HWt pId2 b Epritr1itq´1q pvit b ritq.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. By Assumption 4.9 (5), we can assume wlog that Eppip1iq “ IK and Epritr1itq “
IL. Note that λ˜apvq “ ApKpvq “ E
`
λapV qpKpV q1
˘
pKpvq is the mean square projection of λa on
the functional space spanned by pK . As in the proof of Theorem 3 in Newey (1997), this implies
that Ep||λ˜apV q ´ λapV q||2q ď Ep||ιKa pKpV q ´ λapV q||2q, which gives Ep||eW pλ˜apV q ´ λapV qq||2q ď
CK´γ3 Ñ 0, using Assumption 4.10 (3) and (4).
Following NPV99, writing λ˜Ba,tdpξtq “ AHWtd rLpξtq “ E
´
λ˜apV qBhW pV qBvtd b rLpξtq1
¯
rLpξtq, and
since E
´
rλ˜apV q ´ λapV qsBhW pV qBvtd b rLpξtq1
¯
rLpξtq is the mean square projection of the function
E
´´
λ˜apV q ´ λapV q
¯ BhW pV q
Bvtd |ξt
¯
on the functional space spanned by rL, by properties of projection
we have
E
´ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
λ˜Ba,tdpξtq ´E
ˆ
λapV qBh
W pV q
Bvtd b r
Lpξtq1
˙
rLpξtq
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2˙
ď E
ˆ
||rλ˜apV q ´ λapV qsBh
W pV q
Bvtd ||
2
˙
ď CE
´
||rλ˜apV q ´ λapV qs||2
¯
Ñ 0,
where the last inequality holds by Assumption 4.9 (3).
Since E
´
λapV qBhW pV qBvtd b rLpξtq1
¯
rLpξtq is the mean square projection of E
”
λapV qBhW pV qBvtd |ξt
ı
,
then
E
ˆˇˇˇˇˇˇ
E
ˆ
λapV qBh
W pV q
Bvtd b r
Lpξtq1
˙
rLpξtq ´E
„
λapV qBh
W pV q
Bvtd |ξt
 ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2˙
ď E
ˆ
||ιLahtrLpξtq ´ E
„
λapV qBh
W pV q
Bvtd |ξt

||2
˙
Ñ 0.
This implies E
´
||λ˜Ba,tdpξtq ´ E
´
λapV qBhW pV qBvtd |ξt
¯
||2
¯
Ñ 0, and by Assumption 4.9 (8),
E
ˆ
||vtd
„
λ˜Ba,tdpξtq ´ E
ˆ
λapV qBh
W pV q
Bvtd |ξt
˙
||2
˙
Ñ 0.
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For the third result, we need
E
˜
||Bλ˜apV qBvtd ´
BλapV q
Bvtd ||
2
¸
ď2E
ˆ
||EpλapV qpKpV q1qBp
KpV q
Bvtd ´ ι
K
a
BpKpV q
Bvtd ||
2
˙
` 2E
ˆ
||ιKa Bp
KpV q
Bvtd ´
BλapV q
Bvtd ||
2
˙
,
where the second term in the sum converges to 0 by Assumption 4.10 (2) and 3. The first term is
E
ˆˇˇˇˇˇˇ
E
`rλapV q ´ ιKa pKpV qspKpV q1˘ BpKpV qBvtd
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2˙ ď b2pKq2||EprλapV q ´ ιKa pKpV qspKpV q1q||2
“ Opb2pKq2K´2γ3q Ñ 0,
where the last equality is obtained by the same argument as in the previous proof. This implies that
Ep||Bλ˜apV qBvtd ´
BλapV q
Bvtd ||2q Ñ 0. Since Bλ˜a,tdpξtq “ AdPWtd rLpξtq “ E
´
AρW
´BpKpvq
Bvtd b rtpξtq1
¯¯
rLpξtq,
we have by property of MSE projection,
E
ˆˇˇˇˇˇˇB
λ˜a,tdpξtq ´E
ˆ
ρW
BλapV q
Bvtd b r
Lpξtq1
˙
rLpξtq
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2˙ ď E˜|ρW |2 ˇˇˇˇˇˇBλ˜apV qBvtd ´ BλapV qBvtd
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2¸Ñ 0
by Assumption 4.9 (3) and the result obtained above. Moreover,
E
ˆˇˇˇˇˇˇ
E
ˆ
ρW
BλapV q
Bvtd b r
Lpξtq1
˙
rLpξtq ´E
„
ρW
BλapV q
Bvtd |ξt
 ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2˙
ď E
ˆ
||ιLaρtrLpξtq ´ E
„
ρW
BλapV q
Bvtd |ξt

||2
˙
Ñ 0,
which implies E
´
||Bλ˜a,td ´ E
”
ρW BλapV qBvtd |ξt
ı
||2
¯
Ñ 0 and E
´
||vtdpBλ˜a,td ´ E
”
ρW BλapV qBvtd |ξt
ı
q||2
¯
Ñ
0.
Proof of Result 4.8. We first focus on the functional X p2tq0 rbts “
ş
ξ λbtpξtqbtpξtqdFξtpξtq. Newey
(1997) shows in the proof of Theorem 2 (equation (A.7) p164 and the subsequent text) that
if ||X pbtq0 rbts|| ď C|bt|0,
?
nL´γ1 Ñ 0, ∆Q1 “ a1pLq
a
L{n Ñ 0, and ||Λbt|| is bounded, then
?
nX pbtq0 pbˆt´b0tq “ Λbt
řn
i“1 ritbvit{
?
n`oPp1q. For all t ď T , under Assumption 4.11 (1) and (2),
||X pbtq0 rbts|| “ ||EpQi BgBvt pViqbtpξitqq|| ď C|bt|0. The other required conditions hold by Assumption
4.11.
We now check that the conditions of Assumption 4.9 hold for the functionals X pkq0 and X pMq0
applied to the two-step estimators kˆ and Mˆ. Under Assumption 4.6 we have by Lemma C.2 that
λminpMpV qq ě C. Together with Assumption 4.11 (1) and (2), this guarantees that ||X pkq0 rk˜s|| “
||EpQiM0pViq´1k˜pViqq|| ď C|k˜|0 and ||X pMq0 rM˜s|| “ ||EpQiM0pViq´1M˜pViqg0pViq|| ď C|M˜|0.
Hence Assumption 4.9 (2) holds for each functional.
Moreover ρM pXi, Ziq “ Mi ´M0pViq where Mi “ I ´ 9Xip 9X 1i 9Xiq´1 9X 1i if 9Xi is of full rank, or
Mi “ I ´ 9Xi 9X`i if not, with 9X`i is the Moore Penrose inverse. In either case, ||Mi||2 ď 1 implying
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||Mi||F ď C and ||M0pViq||F “ ||EpMi|Viq||F ď C, ensuring that ρM is a bounded function.
By the same argument, Assumption 4.11 (1), (2) and (7), ρkpXi, Ziq “ rMi ´M0pViqsg0pViq is
uniformly bounded. By Assumption 2.1 and 2.3, k0pV q “M´10 pV qg0pV q therefore by Assumption
4.11 (1), k is twice continuously differentiable, implying that Assumption 4.9 (3) holds for each
functional. Also, Ep||eM˚||2|X,Zq “ 0 for all pX,Zq, and by Assumption 4.11 (7), for all pX,Zq,
Ep||ek˚||2|X,Zq “ Ep||M 9u||2|X,Zq ď C, ensuring that Assumption 4.9 (8) holds for each functional.
The other conditions of Assumption 4.9 are direct consequences of Assumption 4.11.
Proof of Result 4.9. Under Assumptions 4.11’ and 4.12, Conditions (1), (2) and (3) of Assump-
tion 4.10 holds for wi “ pMi 9yiqt and wi “ pMiqst associated respectively with λtk and λs,tM . We
showed that Assumption 4.11 implied that ρM and ρk are bounded, as well as Ep||eM˚||2|X,Zq and
Ep||ek˚||2|X,Zq: this implies that for all V , VarpeM |V q ď C and Varpek|V q ď C. Condition (4) of
Assumption 4.10 is also satisfied for our choices of wi, hence we can apply Lemma 4.2.
We now use Equation (36) to construct the asymptotic variance. Define
si “ rδiµi ´ Epµδqs `Qδi 9ui ´ λM pViqVecpeMi q ´ λkpViqeki
`
Tÿ
t“1
ˆ
E
„BλM pViq
Bvt Vecpρ
M
i q|ξit

´ E
„
λM pViqBM0pViqBvt |ξit

`E
„BλkpViq
Bvt ρ
k
i |ξit

´ E
„
λkpViqBk0pViqBvt |ξit

´ λbtpξitq
˙
vit,
where, by a convenient abuse of notation, we denote with BλM pV qBvt VecpρMi q the sum
ř
jďpT´1q2 ρMi,j
BλjM pV qBvt
with ρMi,j the j
th component of the vector VecpρM pXi, Ziqq, and similarly for λk. We will, in a later
step of this proof, simplify the formula for si.
We conveniently decompose the difference si,n ´ si as
si,n ´ si “ λM pViqVecpeMi q ´ ΛM pIpT´1q2 bΘq VecpeMi q b pi
` λkpViqeki ´ ΛkpIT´1 bΘq eki b pi
`
Tÿ
t“1
E
„
λM pViqBM0pViqBvt |ξit

vit ´ ΛM pIpT´1q2 bΘqHMt pIk2 bΘ1q vit b rit
`
Tÿ
t“1
E
„
λkpViqBk0pViqBvt |ξt

vit ´ ΛkpIT´1 bΘqHkt pIk2 bΘ1q vit b rit
`
Tÿ
t“1
ΛM pIpT´1q2 bΘqdPMt pIk2 bΘ1q vit b rit ´ E
„BλM pViq
Bvt Vecpρ
M
i q|ξit

vit
`
Tÿ
t“1
ΛkpIT´1 bΘqdP kt pIk2 bΘ1q vit b rit ´ E
„BλkpViq
Bvt ρ
k
i |ξit

`
Tÿ
t“1
λbtpξitqvit ´ ΛbtpIk2 bΘ1q vit b rit,
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where each line in this sum is of one of the three types of elements analyzed in Lemma 4.2, except
for the last line. Ep||si,n ´ si||2q is bounded by the sum of the expected squared norms of the
elements of each line up to a multiplicative constant. To show that it converges to 0 as n goes to
infinity, we use the fact that Assumption 4.10 holds for each λa, where λa is a column of either λM
or λk. By Assumption 4.12 (1) and Assumption 4.11 (7), the expected squared norm of the term
in the last line also converges to 0 as nÑ8.
These arguments imply that Ep||si,n ´ si||2q Ñ 0. By the proof of Result 4.8 and Assumption
4.12 (1), the functions multiplying the residuals appearing in the definition of si are all bounded.
Together with Assumption 4.12 (3), this guarantees Eprs1ics2q ă 8. For a constant vector c P Rdx ,
|c1rEpsins1inq ´Epsis1iqsc| ď Eprs1inc´ s1ics2q ` 2Eprs1ics2q1{2Eprs1inc´ s1ics2q1{2. Hence, |c1rEpsins1inq ´
Epsis1iqsc| Ñ 0 for all c, implying Epsins1inq ´ Epsis1iq Ñ 0. That is, Ω Ñ Varpsiq as nÑ8.
We can now simplify the formula for si using the primitives of the model. Indeed, note that
λM pViqVecpeMi q ` λkpViqeki “ EpQδi |ViqM0pViq´1Mi 9ui,
λM pViqBM0pViqBvt ` λkpViq
Bk0pViq
Bvt “ EpQ
δ
i |Viq Bg0pViqBvt ,
BλM pViq
Bvt Vecpρ
M
i q ` BλkpViqBvt ρ
k
i “ ´EpQδi |ViqM0pViq´1pMi ´M0pViqqBg0pViqBvt ,
and since λbtpξitq “ ´E
´
Qδi
Bg0pViq
Bvt | ξit “ ξt
¯
, we obtain
si “rδiµi ´ Epµδqs `Qδi 9ui ´ EpQδi |ViqM0pViq´1Mi 9ui
`
Tÿ
t“1
E
ˆ”
Qδi ´ EpQδi |ViqM0pViq´1Mi
ı Bg0pViq
Bvt |ξit
˙
vit,
“rδiµi ´ Epµδqs ` Q˜δi 9ui `
Tÿ
t“1
E
ˆ
Q˜δi
Bg0pViq
Bvt | ξit
˙
vit.
Thus Varpsiq “ Ω0 and Ω ÑnÑ8 Ω0. By Ω0 ě CIdx , we obtain Ω´1{2 ÑnÑ8 Ω´1{20 ď C´1{2Ikx .
We again use Lemma 4.2 to prove that ||ΛM ||, ||Λk||, and ||Λbt|| are bounded. Indeed, since wlog
we can assume Θ1 “ IL, we have ||Λbt||2 “ trpΛbtΛbt 1q “ trpΛbtpIk2bΘ1qΛbt 1q. Using the notation of
Lemma 4.2 with λ˜jbtpξq “ EpλjbtpξitqrLpξitq1q rlpξq, this gives ||Λbt||2 “ tr
´ř
jďT´1 E
”
λ˜jbtpξitqλ˜jbtpξitq1
ı¯
.
However, by Lemma 4.2, we know that Ep||λ˜jbtpξitq ´ λjbtpξitq||2q Ñ 0, under Assumption 4.12. The
same reasoning we used for Epsins1inq ´ Epsis1iq applies, and since λjbtp.q is a bounded function, we
obtain E
´
λ˜jbtpξitqλ˜jbtpξitq1
¯
ÑnÑ8 E
´
λjbtpξitqλjbtpξitq1
¯
. Therefore
||Λbt||2 ÑnÑ8 tr
˜ ÿ
jďT´1
E
´
λjbtpξitqλjbtpξitq1
¯¸
ď C.
Hence ||Λbt||2 is bounded.
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The same arguments applied to the functions λM , λk, as well as to
E
„BλM pViq
Bvt Vecpρ
M
i q|ξit

, E
„
λM pViqBM0pViqBvt |ξit

, E
„BλkpViq
Bvt ρ
k
i |ξit

and E
„
λkpViqBk0pViqBvt |ξit

,
would imply that ||ΛM ||, ||Λk||, ||ΛM pIpT´1q2 bΘqpHMt ´ dPMt q||, and ||ΛkpIT´1bΘqpHkt ´ dP kt q||
are bounded.
Proof of Result 4.10. We start by showing that the stochastic equicontinuity condition, Condition
(1), holds. Lemma 1 of CLVK shows that if pWiqni“1 is i.i.d, Assumption 4.8 (1) holds if : (A)
the class F “ tχpW,Gq : G P H%c,c1u is P-Donsker, i.e it satisfies
ş8
0
b
logNrsp,F , ||.||L2pP qqd ă
8, where Nrsp,F , ||.||L2pP qq is the covering number with bracketing, and if (B) χp.,Gq is L2pP q
continuous at G0, that is, Ep||χpWi,Gq ´ χpWi,G0q||2q Ñ 0 as ||G ´ G0||H Ñ 0. We now check that
each of these conditions is satisfied under our assumptions.
Condition (A): We use j, l to index components of vectors. As in CLVK, it is enough to
prove that Fl “ tχlpW,Gq : G P H%c,c1u is P-Donsker for each component l of χp.q. Recall
that χpWi,Gq “ QδiM
`
τ
“px2it ´ btpξitqqtďT ‰˘´1 k `τ “px2it ´ btpξitqqtďT ‰˘. We examine χpWi,Gq ´
χpWi,G0q and write, by an abuse of notation and only in this proof, Vi “ px2it ´ btpξitqqtďT and
V0,i “ px2it ´ b0,tpξitqqtďT . Note that V0 “ τpV0q. We decompose
χpWi,Gq ´ χpWi,G0q “ QδiMpτ rV sq´1rkpτ rV sq ´ k0pτ rV sqs
`QδiMpτ rV sq´1rM0pτ rV sq ´Mpτ rV sqsM0pτ rV sq´1k0pV0q (46)
`QδiM0pτ rV sq´1rM0pV0q ´M0pτ rV sqsM0pV0q´1k0pV0q
`QδiMpτ rV sq´1rk0pτ rV sq ´ k0pV0qs.
Since pG,G0q P H%c,c1ˆH%c,c1 , the norms of each functional and its first order derivatives are bounded.
Moreover the derivatives of τ are bounded. This implies that ||M0pV0q ´M0pτ rV sq|| ď c||V0 ´
V ||, and the same result holds for k. Hence, using (46), |χlpWi,Gq ´ χlpWi,G0q| ď ||χpWi,Gq ´
χpWi,G0q|| ď C||Qδi || p
řpT´1q2
j“1 |Mj´M0,j |ς0`
řT´1
j“1 |kj´k0,j |ς0`
ř
tďT
řd2
j“1 ||bt,j´b0,t,j ||8q, where
the constant C depends on c and c1. By Assumption 4.13, Ep||Qδi ||2q ă 8 which implies by the
proof of Theorem 3 of CLVK that
Nrsp,F , ||.||L2pP qq ď N
`
{cQ, C%c pSςV q, ||.||8
˘pT´1q2`T´1
ΠtďTN
`
{cQ, C%c pSξtq, ||.||8
˘d2
,
where Np, C%c pSW q, ||.||8q denotes the covering number of the class C%c pSW q, and cQ “ 2rpT ´ 1q2`
T ´ 1` Td2sEp||Qδi ||2q, is the size of the brackets constructed in CLVK.
It is known that for SW a bounded subset of Rk, logNp, C%c pSW q, ||.||8q ď ´k{%. By Assumption
4.13, % ą maxpTd2, dz ` d1q{2, which implies that Fj is P-Donsker. Therefore, Condition (A) is
satisfied.
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Condition (B) : By Ep||Qδi ||2q ď C and using once more the decomposition given by (46),
Ep||χpWi,Gq ´ χpWi,G0q||2q ď C||G ´ G0||2H which gives the wanted result.
We now show that Assumption 4.8 (2) holds. This condition is on the remainder of the lin-
earization, ||X pGq ´ X pGqpG0qrG ´ G0s ||. Note that
X pGq ´ X pGqpG0qrG ´ G0s
“EpQδiMpτ rV sq´1rkpτ rV sq ´ k0pτ rV sqsq ´ EpQδiM0pV0q´1rkpV0q ´ k0pV0qsq
` EpQδiMpτ rV sq´1rk0pτ rV sq ´ k0pV0qsq ´ EpQδiM0pV0q´1 Bk0BV0 pV0qrV ´ V0sq
` EpQδiMpτ rV sq´1rM0pτ rV sq ´Mpτ rV sqsM0pτ rV sq´1k0pV0qq
´ EpQδiM0pV0q´1 rM0pV0q ´MpV0qsM0pV0q´1k0pV0qq
` EpQδiM0pτ rV sq´1rM0pV0q ´M0pτ rV sqsM0pV0q´1k0pV0q
´ Eprk0pV0q1M0pV0q1 b pQδiM0pV0q´1qs VecpBM0BV0 pV0qqrV0 ´ V sq.
We use this decomposition and we bound each line separately. We show here how to find upper
bounds for the first and second lines, both of which will be less than ||G´G0||2H up to a multiplicative
constant. The upper bounds for the third and forth lines of this decomposition can be obtained
in a similar fashion. By the triangular inequality, this will give ||X pGq ´ X pGqpG0qrG ´ G0s || ď
C||G ´ G0||2H, as desired. First,ˇˇˇˇ
EpQδiMpτpV qq´1rkpτ rV sq ´ k0pτpV qqsq ´ EpQδiM0pV0q´1rkpV0q ´ k0pV0qsq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ ˇˇˇˇEpQδiMpτ rV sq´1rM0pτ rV sq ´Mpτ rV sqsM0pτ rV sq´1rkpτ rV sq ´ k0pV qsqˇˇˇˇ
` ˇˇˇˇEpQδiM0pτ rV sq´1rM0pV0q ´M0pτ rV sqsM0pV0q´1rkpτ rV sq ´ k0pτ rV sqsqˇˇˇˇ
` ˇˇˇˇEpQδiM0pV0q´1rpk ´ k0qpτ rV sq ´ pk ´ k0qpV0qsqˇˇˇˇ
ď CEp||Qδi ||q
¨˝
p
pT´1q2ÿ
j“1
|Mj ´M0,j |ς0qp
T´1ÿ
j“1
|kj ´ k0,j ||ς0q
` p
ÿ
tďT
d2ÿ
j“1
||bt ´ b0,t||8qp
T´1ÿ
j“1
|kj ´ k0,j |ς0q
` p
T´1ÿ
j“1
|kj ´ k0,j |ς1qp
ÿ
tďT
d2ÿ
j“1
||bt,j ´ b0,t,j ||8q
¸
ď C||G ´ G0||2H.
As for the second line of the decomposition of X pGq ´ X pGqpG0qrG ´ G0s, we writeˇˇˇˇ
EpQδiMpτ rV sq´1rk0pτpV qq ´ k0pV0qsq ´ EpQδiM0pV0q´1 Bk0BV0 pV0qrV ´ V0sq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ ˇˇˇˇEpQδiMpτ rV sq´1rMpV0q ´Mpτ rV sqsMpV0q´1rk0pτ rV sq ´ k0pV0qsqˇˇˇˇ
` ˇˇˇˇEpQδiMpV0q´1rM0pV0q ´MpV0qsM0pV0q´1rk0pτpV qq ´ k0pV0qsqˇˇˇˇ
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` ˇˇˇˇEpQδiM0pV0q´1rk0pτ rV sq ´ k0pV0q ´ Bk0BV0 pV0qrV ´ V0ssqˇˇˇˇ
ď CEp||Qδi ||q
˜
p
ÿ
tďT
d2ÿ
j“1
||bt,j ´ b0,t,j ||8q2
` p
ÿ
tďT
d2ÿ
j“1
||bt,j ´ b0,t,j ||8qp
pT´1q2ÿ
j“1
|Mj ´M0,j |ς0q
` p
ÿ
tďT
d2ÿ
j“1
||bt,j ´ b0,t,j ||8q2
¸
ď C||G ´ G0||2H,
where the inequality for the third term in this equation holds by Assumption 4.11 (1), by the
Jacobian of τ being the identity matrix when evaluated at V0 (since V0 P SV ) and by the second
order derivative of τ being bounded.
Proof of Result 4.12. Define Φ “ Ppdetp 9X 1i 9Xiq ą δ0q´1 and φn “ 1n
řn
i“1 δi. The estimator of the
average effect Epµ|δq is µˆ “ µˆδ{φn. We define Σ0 “ Var pps1i, δiq1q. Since Ω0 ą 0 by Assumption
4.12, then Assumption 4.14 guarantees that Σ0 ą 0. We decompose
?
nφnrµˆ´ Epµ|δqs “ ?nrµˆδ ´ Epµδqs ` ?nEpµδq
Φ
rΦ´ φns,
“ ?n pIdx ;Epµ|δqq
”´
µˆδ
φn
¯
´
´
Epµδq
Φ
¯ı
, (47)
where pIdx ;Epµ|δqq is of size dx ˆ pdx ` 1q.
We first show ?
nΣ
´1{2
0
”´
µˆδ
φn
¯
´
´
Epµδq
Φ
¯ı
Ñd N p0, Idx`1q. (48)
By Result 4.11,
?
n
”´
µˆδ
φn
¯
´
´
Epµδq
Φ
¯ı
“ 1?
n
řn
i“1
` si,n
δi´Φ
˘` oPp1q.
Define Σn “ Varpps1i,n, δi ´Φq1q. We obtain the asymptotic distribution in two steps. We prove
first that
?
nΣn
”´
µˆδ
φn
¯
´
´
Epµδq
Φ
¯ı
Ñd N p0, Idx`1q. We show in a second step that Σn Ñ Σ0, which
will yield the desired result. We follow Newey, Powell, and Vella (1999) in proving a Lindeberg
condition for c1Σnps1i,n, δi´∆q1 for any constant vector c P Rdx`1 such that ||c|| “ 1. More precisely
if for all such c, 1?
n
c1Σ´1{2n
řn
i“1ps1i,n, δi ´ Φq1 Ñd N p0, 1q, this first result will be a consequence
the Crame´r-Wold theorem. Write Si,n “ c1Σnps1i,n, δi ´ Φq1, then EpSi,nq “ 0 and VarpSi,nq “ 1.
Asymptotic normality is a consequence of the CLT, provided that the Lindeberg condition holds
for Si,n, i.e, for any  ą 0, EpS2i,n1p|Si,n| ą 
?
nqq Ñ 0. Note that by ρM and ρk bounded
under Assumption 4.11, Ep 9ui|Xi, Ziq “ 0 and Er|| 9ui||4|Xi “ X,Zi “ Zs ď C for all pX,Zq, then
Er||eki ||4|Vi “ V s ď C and Er||VecpeMi q||4|Vi “ V s ď C. Fix  ą 0. We normalize Θ “ IK and
Θ1 “ IL, and obtain
n2EpS2i,n1p|Si,n| ą 
?
nqq ď EpS4i,n1p|Si,n| ą 
?
nqq ď EpS4i,nq,
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ď C
´
Er||µi ´ Epµq||4s ` Er||Qδi 9ui||4s ` ||ΛM ||4 Er||VecpeMi q b pi||4s ` ||Λk||4 Er||eki b pi||4s
`
ÿ
tďT
||rΛM pHMt ´ dPMt q ` ΛkpHkt ´ dP kt q ` Λbts ||4 Er||vit b rit||4s ` Er||δi ´ Φ||4s
¸
.
We can bound Ep||vitb rit||4q “ Ep||rit||4||v4it||q ď CEp||rit||4q by Assumption 4.14, and Ep||rit||4q ď
a1pLq2 trpEpr1itritqq “ a1pLq2L. Similarly, by Assumption 4.14, Ep||eki b pi||4q “ Opb1pKq2Kq
and Ep||VecpeMi q b pi||4q “ Opb1pKq2Kq. Therefore, by Result 4.9, n2EpS2i,n1p|Si,n| ą 
?
nqq “
Opb1pKq2K ` a1pLq2Lq.
Assumption 4.11 (6) implies ∆Q “ op1q and ∆Q1 “ op1q, in turn implying
a
K{n b1pKq Ñ 0
and
a
L{na1pLq Ñ 0. Therefore the condition EpS2i,n1p|Si,n| ą 
?
nqq Ñ 0 holds.
The second step to obtain (48) requires Σn Ñ Σ0. This is a consequence ofof the proof of Result
4.9. Now we can use (47) with (48) to obtain by a delta method argument
?
nφnrµˆ´ Epµ|δqs Ñd N
`
0, pIdx ;Epµ|δqqΣ0 pIdx ;Epµ|δqq1
˘
,
hence
?
nrµˆ´ Epµ|δqs Ñd N `0,Φ´2 pIdx ;Epµ|δqqΣ0 pIdx ;Epµ|δqq1˘ .
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